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L

ike most of my articles, this
one began with a dream. Alice
and I were tasked with running a
marathon through a hedge maze, the
light at the end of the tunnel being
a football match at Redfern Station.
Deep emerald shrubs turned to dull
concrete as we raced through.

Once Upon a Stupol...

I

Not every Stupol story ends with a
happily ever after...

t was the best of times, it was the
worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of truth, it was the
epoch of lies, it was the season of Left, it
was the season of Right, they were going
direct to Heaven, they were going direct
the other way — in short, the period was
so far like the present period, that some

of its noisiest hacks insisted on its being
remembered, for good or for evil, in the
superlative degree of comparison only.
It is a truth universally acknowledged
that a campaign thirsty for a win must
develop preference deals. This was
becoming a growing reality for a group
of editor hopefuls who, fresh off an
election loss in 1997, were raring to edit
in 1999. With the taste of Honi glory
on their tongues, this group of creative
friends concocted a plan like no other,

JULIETTE MARCHANT / P. 14
and so, the Frankenstein’s monster of
Honi tickets was born.
“What better way is there to win an
election than to have representatives from
every faction on a single ticket?” thought
the enterprising crew. So they took to
the streets to find their ideal melting pot
of political opinions, identity groups,
and other campus niches. By the time
elections rolled around, the team known
as QuarkXPress for Honi (affectionately
named after the then-dominant lay-out

software) was almost impossibly diverse
and absurdly large. The now 16 person
ticket had members from the Labor Left,
Labor Right, the far left, the Women’s
Collective, college boys, debaters, revue
types, engineers, they even had a secret
weapon — someone that could speak
young Liberal. The plan went off without
a hitch! An endorsement from almost
every ticket on campus was claimed, and
over 80% of the vote was won. But the
real battle started in the SRC dungeons.
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USyd staff win vax leave

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Honi Soit is published on the sovereign
land of the Gadigal People of the Eora
Nation, who were amongst the first to
resist against and survive the violence
of colonisation. This land was taken
without consent and sovereignty was
never ceded. We pay our respects to
Elders past and present, and extend that
respect to all Indigenous students and
staff at the University.

people, we are the beneficiaries of
ongoing colonial dispossession. The
settler-colonial project of ‘Australia’
and all its institutions, including the
University, are built on the exclusion of
First Nations peoples and the devaluation
of Indigenous knowledge systems.
Beneath the sandstone buildings of USyd
lie thousands of years of Aboriginal
history.

of First Nations people is perpetuated
and enabled by the government, who
push ahead with the forced removals of
Aboriginal children from their families,
their Country, and their cultures.
Aboriginal peoples are the most
incarcerated on earth, and there have
been over 474 documented Indigenous
deaths in custody since the 1991 Royal
Commision.

As a team of settlers occupying the
lands of the Gadigal, Dharug, Wangal,
Biddegal, Kuringgai and Wallumedegal

Colonialism is not a one-time event
that occurred in the distant past; it is
an ongoing structure. The genocide

We pledge to actively stand in
solidarity with First Nations movements
towards decolonisation through our
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editorial decisions, and to be reflective
when we fail to do so. We commit to being
a counterpoint to mainstream media’s
silencing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people. We remain cognisant
that Honi’s writers and readership are
predominantly made up of settlers, and
aim to platform Indigenous voices in our
paper.

SAMUEL GARRETT
It’s election season. In an ordinary
year, Eastern Avenue would be a joyous
gauntlet of bright-shirted campaigners.
But this is not an ordinary year, and
scrolling
through
Facebook-based
campaign content has replaced strolling
through a campus at its annual peak
of activity. Some say the lockdown
will prove the coup de grace to a dying
campus culture. I’m not so sure. The very
first edition of Honi Soit in 1929 asked if
readers had noticed that “the University
spirit is dying.” Either campus life has
been dying a drawn-out death for the last
century, or catastrophism and despair
are more common afflictions than most
realise.
Student politics is a strange beast.
Juliette’s feature this week (p14) offers
a library’s worth of stupol stories from
the past, but suggests that in many ways,
despite its weirdness and occasional
whimsy, the world of stupol is often
cruel, and inaccessible to those who lack
the privilege (let alone the stomach)
to enter it. Honi has an important role
to play in it, and you can find our SRC
candidate profiles on pages 7 and 8.
But it remains an insular place, and as
Vivienne’s reflection on Rooty Hill (p16),
Shania’s labyrinthine dreams (p17), Ryan
Lung’s article on coffee across cultures
(p19), or Mahmoud Al Rifai’s exploration
of Western Sydney and Spider-Man (p20)

remind us, there’s a far wider and more
textured world to be found beyond our
Camperdown Campus.
Nevertheless, it’s still somewhat
unnerving seeing your successors coming
up so quickly behind you, ready to take
hold of a wheel of which you are not yet
ready to let go. As our term ends, it’s hard
not to look back and consider whether we
accomplished what we set out to do.
The editorial of that 1929 edition
(“Why We Publish ‘Honi Soit’”) is as close
to a manifesto as a student-run rag can
have. It lists five aims for the paper: “To
strip the veneer, to open the cupboard
on our skeletons, and those of other
people, to tell the truth without fear or
favour, and to assist our readers in their
search for the Touchstone of philosophy
— happiness.” As editors we have sought
to stay true to all five but if we have, in
any small sense, achieved the fifth, I can
think of no better measure of success.
Finally, I remain first and foremost
a proud member of 2018’s Pictures of
Spider-Man for Honi. Despite narrowly
coming third in a disputed election behind
Spice for Honi (1,978 votes) and Informal
votes (952 informal votes), I have not
forgotten the ticket’s eponymous pledge.
I hereby honour that promise:

CLAIRE OLLIVAIN

A

fter
weeks
of
pressuring
management, the National Tertiary
Education Union (NTEU) has won
its campaign for paid COVID vaccination
leave at the University of Sydney.
The University communicated in a
Staff News email that “Where vaccination
appointments cannot be scheduled outside
of work hours, continuing and fixed-term
staff may access personal leave and casual
staff may access COVID-19 special leave.”
“This is a good decision by university
management and a big win for university
staff, students and the broader community,”
NTEU NSW Secretary Damien Cahill said.
“Paid vaccination leave, including for
casual staff, is one of the most significant
things employers can do to support public
health right now.”

As previously reported by Honi, the
NTEU and USyd Casual’s Network were
concerned that without access to paid
vaccination leave, casuals would face
barriers to getting vaccinated and fall
through the gaps.
USyd is now the sixth university in
New South Wales to have agreed to the
NTEU’s demands, following ACU, Western
Sydney University, UOW, University of New
England and University of Newcastle.
Macquarie University, the University
of Notre Dame, Charles Sturt University
and Southern Cross University have yet to
provide paid vaccination leave.
The NTEU is still seeking clarification
as to whether paid vaccination leave at
UNSW applies to casuals, and the extent of
its applicability for all staff at UTS.
The petition for paid vaccination leave
now has over 3000 signatures.

5-way Honi race down to 2
SAMUEL GARRETT

T

hree of the five tickets in the race
for the Honi Soit editorship have
withdrawn since nominations for
the Students’ Representative Council
(SRC) elections closed on 25 August,
leaving only CAKE for Honi and DRIP for
Honi to battle it out in a regular head-tohead contest.
Two tickets withdrew within a day of
the close of nominations: the mysterious
Legacy for Honi ticket, the make-up
of which remains unknown, and an
unnamed solo candidate.
Honi understands that both chose to
withdraw from the race due to having
nominated for other positions in the SRC
elections, in breach of regulations.
Another solo candidate, Aryaman
Bedi, announced his withdrawal on

Friday, shortly after being contacted by
Honi regarding the elections.
The withdrawals leave CAKE and
DRIP as the only two remaining in
contention. Both consist entirely of
current Honi reporters.
Although it is no longer the most
crowded Honi race in recent memory, the
2021 election remains the first since 2016
in which two substantively experienced
tickets have faced off.
Voting in the SRC elections runs from
21-23 September.

Organisers hope Student Safety Survey brings changes
ALANA RAMSHAW

T

en thousand students from each
of Australia’s 39 universities will
be selected to participate in the
National Student Safety Survey (NSSS),
led by Dr Anastasia Powell and the Social
Research Centre. The survey is funded by
Universities Australia under their ‘Respect.
Now. Always.’ initiative.
A report of the survey’s results will
be released in March 2022, detailing the
scale and nature of sexual assault and
harassment on university campuses.
The report is the latest in a line of reports
into sexual violence on campuses, including
the 2016 ‘Change the Course’ Australian
Human Rights Commission (AHRC) survey,
the 2017 Broderick Reports, and the 2018
Red Zone report. The NSSS will collect
both quantitative and qualitative data and
survey whole university communities. This
is in contrast with the Red Zone Report
which only included qualitative research
and focused solely on residential colleges,
along with the two Broderick Reports which

focused on James Cook University and
USyd’s Residential Colleges.
2021 USyd Women’s Officers Amelia
Mertha and Kimmy Dibben spoke to the
changes they have seen since the AHRC
survey: “USyd implemented an excellent
team of Student Liaison Officers, the
Consent Matters module, and the Safer
Communities meetings between student
representatives and staff. These are no
small feats. The SLOs in particular do
incredible work to support students on
campus. However, this team is vastly underresourced and understaffed, and the other
initiatives listed operate entirely separate
to student feminist activists who have
valuable knowledge and experience.”
Feminist organisers have expressed a
jaded view of the anticipated managerial
response to the survey. Founder and
director of End Rape on Campus Australia
Sharna Bremner notes “We don’t think we’ll
see … any accountability for universities
who fail to address sexual violence in their
communities. We know that there will be
some universities who just won’t do the
right thing without being made to.“ The

survey’s methodology has not gone without
critique, with Bremner noting the impact
that COVID-19 will have on the results,
with fewer students on campus.
“The information that will come out of
this research will not bring about any new
revelations. It will show us what we, the
survivors and student activists, have been
shouting in the streets for years … The
Women’s Collective spends all year every
year fighting against sexual violence on
campus, however management refuses to
prioritise survivors over its own reputation.
Universities cannot drag their feet to only
do the bare minimum every five years,”
Mertha and Dibben said.
A notable improvement in the NSSS by
comparison to the 2016 AHRC survey was
the incorporation of behavioural questions,
the omission of which “miscategorised
incidents that would legally be considered
as sexual or indecent assault as sexual
harassment. As a result, the reported rates
of sexual assault were far lower than they
should have been”, Bremner said.
Bremner expresses hope that the NSSS
will precipitate positive change where the

Red Zone and Broderick Reports failed to
do so. “There’s been a noticeable shift in
attitudes and expectations in recent years,
and we’d expect to see that reflected in how
universities respond to the survey. Of course
there are always some Vice-Chancellors
that hold archaic views and who we know
will do the bare minimum required of
them, but those VCs can expect that we will
continue to fight for the rights of students.”
“The data collated in this report will be
important to concretely understand the
epidemic of sexual violence on university
campuses in statistical terms,” Mertha
and Dibben noted, describing the survey
as an important activist tool in holding
management to account and securing fast
and significant changes on campus.
Submissions to the National Student
Safety Survey close on the 3rd of October.
Anyone who has been enrolled at an
Australian university in the past five
years, including current students who
did not receive the survey email, can also
share their story on the NSSS website. All
responses and submissions will be made
anonymously.

Have you got a tip for a story? An angry
letter to the editors? An article pitch?
Email us at editors@honisoit.com.
Scan the QR code to use our anonymous
tip form.
Send mail to Honi Soit Editors at PO Box
974 Broadway NSW 2007.

facebook.com/
honisoitsydney

instagram.com/
honi_soit

twitter.com/
honi_soit

youtube.com/
honisoitau
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ACCC raises concerns over Turnitin takeover
JEFFREY KHOO

T

urnitin is set to reinforce its
dominance as the biggest provider
of anti-plagiarism software to
universities in Australia, through a proposed
takeover of competitor Ouriginal.
The move has put the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) on high alert, as it raises concerns
that Turnitin is “buying out its most
promising competitive threat to protect its
market position,” as Ouriginal is one of just
two competitors in Turnitin’s market.
Turnitin is the University of Sydney’s
choice for anti-plagiarism software, and
is by far the largest player in the market.
The ACCC’s Statement of Issues says that
Turnitin has “large databases that contain
over 1.4 billion student papers” and “82

million scholarly subscription articles,”
allowing it to comprehensively check
student assignments against existing
material.
Ouriginal is “much smaller than Turnitin
in Australia.” It currently services only a
handful of higher education institutions
such as the University of Canberra and
Murdoch University.
Despite Turnitin’s current dominance,
however, the ACCC says that Ouriginal
could develop into a strong competitor to
Turnitin if it does not merge.
The ACCC is concerned that the takeover
will “substantially lessen competition in an
already highly concentrated market and
may lead to higher prices or reduced service
levels for the Australian higher education
sector.”
A third player, SafeAssign, is made by
learning management software provider

Blackboard, and is used by universities such
as Griffith University, Torrens University,
James Cook University and Queensland
University of Technology.
The ACCC contends that Turnitin’s
size gives it a commercial advantage over
other software providers, as it experiences
“economies of scale” (cost savings that
companies gain from being larger and
running more efficiently) and “network
effects” (benefits from more people
using your service, like how social media
companies benefit from more users).
These lead to major “barriers to entry”,
making it incredibly difficult for new
entrants to successfully challenge Turnitin’s
position.
Turnitin’s takeover reflects a growing
trend of universities spending big to
crack down on “academic dishonesty” to
preserve their reputations. In 2018, Turnitin

introduced a new product based on machine
learning, which monitors the writing styles
of individual students, and flags content
which shows a change in tone or voice.
Students have previously expressed
concerns over USyd’s “scare tactics”
approach to contract cheating, arguing for a
more nuanced understanding of why certain
students are incentivised to cheat.
“Universities are more than happy to
spend money on anti-plagarism software
over the quality of our education,” said
Maddie Clark, SRC Education Officer, who
also said that students should be concerned
about data collection and privacy by antiplagiarism software companies.
“Instead of paying for these programs,
the university should be investing in more
real life staff members,” she said.
The ACCC is yet to make a final decision
on the acquisition.
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QUT recycles Uni sends generic email refusing
conversion of over 4000 casuals
teaching
material from
dead staff
CLAIRE OLLIVAIN

BEN HINES

Q

ueensland
University
of
Technology has been caught
using recycled teaching materials
created by the victims of staffing cuts
and, in at least one instance, by an
academic that had passed away.
Pre-recorded course content created
by sacked or deceased former staff of the
University continues to be used in a move
that has been labelled by critics as the
latest in a line of cost-cutting measures
detracting from the quality of education
received by students.
Whilst the material is, by virtue of
their employment agreements, the legal
property of the University, the morality
of using materials produced by ex-staff
members, particularly those that have
passed away, has been questioned.
Despite these questions, QUT reiterated its “pride” in using content
created by an “award-winning and highly
regarded lecturer who sadly has passed.”
With the COVID-19 pandemic
necessitating an exponential increase in
online learning, there are concerns that
the use of older materials is not only a
risk to the engagement and standard
of content university students receive,
particularly as time goes on, but that
this reliance will see universities make
large numbers of staff redundant, while
continuing to use their recorded lecture
material.
The increased prevalence of prerecorded content has fostered concerns
amongst staff that universities are aiming
to greatly reduce compensated hours in
favour of using material that it no longer
has to pay to use, as well as reducing the
perceived need to retain larger numbers
of staff.
In May, students at QUT protested
budget and staffing cuts made by the
University administration, claiming they
represented unacceptable reductions
to their academic experience, and QUT
staff have turned out (virtually) in their
hundreds to sign a petition against cost
cutting measures and any future losses
of jobs.
This petition and the continued use
of these older materials come as QUT
recorded a surplus of $23 million in 2020,
with QUT Vice Chancellor, Margaret
Shiel, being the highest paid VC in the
state, making $1.2 million that year.
A spokesperson for the University
of Sydney implied that it would not
follow a similar path to that seen at QUT,
commenting that whilst the University
has “advised staff that consistent use
of prior lecture recordings is not an
acceptable practice,” it “[doesn’t] prohibit
the use of selected video material from
previous years to supplement interactive
classes.”
The spokesperson did, however, note
that, as with QUT, “under our intellectual
property policy, the University maintains
ownership
of
teaching
materials
produced by staff.”

C

asualised staff who have taught
regular courses for several years
at the University of Sydney were
among thousands who received an
email informing them that they were
ineligible for conversion to permanent
employment.
The University made an offer of
conversion to only 69 staff out of 4,173
total staff assessed in its review, meaning
only 1.6% of casuals will gain secure
employment.
Staff have been left feeling “outraged”
by the pro forma rejection emails, which
provide vague copy-and-pasted reasons
for why the University declined the offer.
The USyd Casuals Network has
suggested that this may be an illegal
contravention of the Fair Work Act,
which requires the employer to specify
details for why an employee is ineligible
for conversion.
The emails were sent to inform staff
of the outcome of a review the University
took following an amendment to the Fair
Work Act in March this year.
The legislation now requires that
employees offer conversion to casual
staff where they have worked for at least
12 months and have worked a regular
pattern of hours on an ongoing basis
during at least the last six months of that

time.
A University spokesperson said that
“Given the sessional and seasonal nature
of much of our work, the majority of our
casual workforce do not have a regular
pattern of hours on an ongoing basis and
therefore did not receive offers.”
However, casual staff who have
worked for years teaching regular courses
every semester have been told they are
ineligible, leading some to question
what conditions would even make it
possible for a staff member to gain secure
employment.
“There are very large loopholes in the
legislation and those are loopholes that
management is eager to exploit … They
may even be breaking the legislation and
the NTEU is taking it very seriously,”
NTEU casuals’ representative Dani
Cotton said.
In an administrative oversight, at
least one staff member was sent the email
despite having already been offered a
conversion. Early this year, Toby Fitch
took the University to Fair Work over an
application to conversion to a continuing
position and won, settling out of court.
“If the University took this new
legislation seriously, it would be making
a more genuine attempt to meet its
obligations to its precarious staff
members,” Dr Fitch said.
“However, for all the noise the
University makes about leadership and

how good an employer they are, I think
this is a new low and a cynical avoidance
of the Uni’s obligations to employ people
properly.”
“Not only is the University
systematically underpaying its casual
staff, it is denying those already working
in clearly ongoing roles their industrial
rights. This could really damage the
University’s reputation as a world class
education employer.”
The NTEU and USyd Casuals Network
are currently pursuing a claim demanding
back pay for six years of unpaid work in
the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences,
after an audit found evidence that 90% of
participants had performed unpaid work.
Dani Cotton urged the thousands
of staff who were denied permanent
work to fight back: “We must redouble
the determination behind our current
fight for an enforceable and workable
permanency clause, but to have a chance,
we’ll need casuals to join the union.”
In the current round of industrial
bargaining, the NTEU is pushing for
stronger permanency clauses to go into
the Enterprise Agreement to combat the
University’s exploitation of an unpaid
and underpaid casualised workforce.
Staff noted the irony that the
rejection emails were sent out en masse
during RUOK Day, which the University
promoted on its social media.

Jagose dodges questions on FASS cuts
LILY CAMPBELL & TOM WILLIAMS

S

tudents from the Education Action
Group (EAG) today joined the Dean
of the Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences (FASS) Annamarie Jagose
in her ‘Who’s zooming who?’ staff
consultation, as more than $3 million in
cuts are expected to be announced in the
next week.
In keeping with her reputation for
shrouding managerialism in pseudoprogressive lingo, Dean Annamarie
Jagose repeatedly described the zoom
as a “horizontal, collegial space for
the sharing of ideas.” Jagose has spent
months in drawn out consultations with
staff over plans to cut $3.6 million from
FASS, in a proposal termed ‘Future FASS’.
No new information was offered
by the Dean in the consultation, who
insisted there was “no secret proposal.”
In response to students who raised
their frustrations at being kept in the
dark about potential changes, Jagose
responded that:
“This is the nature of the horizontal
consultation process … The alternative
is we could have done the minimum of
what we are required in the enterprise
agreement, which would have been to
hand down a set of plans, such as you
seem to be inviting me to produce… And
I’ve seen that done here and at other
institutions. You know in some ways it
maybe does have the merit, it’s painful
for a few, but it’s quick and everybody
gets on with it.”
The cuts come at a time when FASS
is forecasting a $135 million surplus for

this year, leading to questions over the
necessity of the cuts. In the meeting,
Jagose responded by shifting blame
for the cuts on to reduced levels of
government funding and the Faculty’s
unsustainable levels of international
student enrolments.
Nick Reimer, of the USyd NTEU, has
said that “The case for urgent faculty
cost reductions has not yet been made.
With the university sector in a state of
flux, future reductions in international
fee income remain speculative… Our
Faculty should not be singled out as the
target of a hasty, pre-emptive response
to contingencies that remain uncertain.”
Jagose argued that departments
run into problems when “there simply
isn’t the student demand to keep a
whole program afloat.” A senior staff
member from SLAM disputed this
characterisation: “We’ve had an 11%
increase in student load in last five years,
which is a better increase than half of the
faculty…There seems to be an implicit
bias that if you’re a small department
with a deficit that’s somehow more evil
than if you’re a large department with a
deficit.”
Dean Annamarie Jagose is set to be
promoted to Deputy Vice-Chancellor and
Provost in October. EAG activist Simon
Upitis questioned her salary package in
the meeting:
“In the consultation process you
referred to earlier, one staff member
brought up the ridiculously high salaries
of management at USyd. They wrote ‘The
top 12 people in the University were paid
a total of 7.7 million dollars in 2019.
That averages out at over $640,000 per

person.’ Why aren’t the reductions being
made there? Why should managers’
salaries be higher than those of teachers
and staff?”
To which Jagose responded: “It’s not
my sort of say so as to how the salaries get
organised… I don’t think your proposal is
logical or would lead to a good outcome.”
SRC president Swapnik Sanagavarapu
also spoke at the forum:
“The Senior Management Group
are happy to sack staff, cut courses and
sacrifice the quality of learning and
teaching at this University on the basis
of this fabricated ‘deficit’ while pursuing
a university empire in Western Sydney.
Students here stand opposed to this logic
of indefinite expansion and stand for the
quality of teaching and research at this
University, the quality of staff working
conditions, the quality of student
learning conditions.”
Already, FASS has faced significant
cuts in recent times. One NTEU member
claimed today that the Department of
History has lost five staff members in
the last 12 months. Students frequently
complain of ghost units, which appear in
the yearly handbook, but are impossible
to enrol in. In Semester 2 last year, 8% of
units were cut across the Faculty.
But according to Jagose, not all cuts
are bad. When asked about the bigger cost
of cuts on the Australian arts industry
by Sydney University Dramatic Society
(SUDS) President Alice Stafford, Jagose
interpellated that part of cost cutting
involves “bringing disciplines together in
ways that would be intellectually exciting
for staff and students and synergistic of
new kinds of energies.”
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Proposed interference guidelines will intensify scrutiny
KHANH TRAN

A

cademics and researchers will be
required to undergo more invasive
background checks under a
proposed set of federal guidelines to curb
foreign interference among Australian
universities.
The plans, drafted by the University
Foreign Interference Taskforce (UFIT),
remained confidential and were revealed
to The Sydney Morning Herald by
anonymous university executives who
opposed the proposed changes. The
masthead noted that Federal Education
Minister Alan Tudge has refused to
comment on the content of the guidelines.
The most controversial of the reforms
will involve students receiving “training
on and have access to information about
how foreign interference can manifest
on campus and how to raise concerns
in the university or with appropriate
authorities.”
Furthermore, it is anticipated that

university orientations will “promote
to all staff and students ways to report
within their university concerns of
foreign
interference,
intimidation
and harassment that can lead to selfcensorship.” Other reforms include
compelling researchers to disclose all
financial support received from foreign
sources for research purposes over the
past ten years.
In order to implement these
measures, institutions must place
supervision powers in an “accountable
authority” drawing from universities’
senior management. The accountable
authority is then tasked with screening
international research collaborations for
national security risks and presenting
findings to the government. In this
context, it is expected that universities
must devise clear internal procedures to
resolve complaints surrounding national
security risks in USyd’s international
links.
SRC President Swapnik Sanagavarapu
said: “This is yet another case of
fearmongering that is obviously targeted

at Chinese students in an unfair and
unreasonable manner. This kind of policy
sets a worrying and dangerous precedent
for universities and will undoubtedly give
rise to greater racist sentiments against
Chinese international students.”
It is understood that backlash
against the disclosure requirement is
already leading to a compromise on that
provision being drafted by a separate
UFIT working group led by UNSW Deputy
Vice-Chancellor George Williams.
These developments in foreign
interference guidelines follow a few
tumultuous months for Australian
universities as concerns escalate over
freedom of speech in the higher education
sector. In July, Federal Education Minister
Alan Tudge considered withholding SSAF
funds from student unions that “impede
free speech” as part of a drive towards
national free speech legislation.
The last UFIT Guidelines were
published
in
November;
Former
Minister for Education Dan Tehan
established UFIT as a parliamentary
committee consisting of universities,

the Group of Eight, the Department of
Home Affairs, Education, Defence and
Australia’s intelligence agencies. The
group emerged out of concerns from the
Morrison government that Australia’s
tertiary sector represented a tension
point given the highly sensitive nature of
some research and technologies used by
these institutions.
Rising
concerns
with
foreign
interference have been linked to growing
anti-China sentiments as Sino-Australian
relations continue to deteriorate. A
recent report on COVID-19-related
racism by the Asian-Australian Alliance
has cautioned against an escalation
of tensions within the context of the
present COVID-19 lockdown in noting “a
backdrop of rising anti-China sentiment
that began prior to the pandemic as
a result of the deterioration in SinoAustralian relations.”
“The continued scapegoating of
migrant/CALD communities has shifted
from Melbourne to Sydney but the
underlying racial focus of the blame is
the same,” the report said.

Surveillance fears over UNSW course evaluation data
CLAIRE OLLIVAIN & LUC VELEZ

T

he National Tertiary Education
Union (NTEU) is contesting the
publication of course evaluation
data at UNSW, which staff fear will be
used to rank and surveil academics.
Union representatives took the issue
to the Fair Work Commission, and have
met with University management to
dispute publishing raw data from student
surveys.
On 11 May, UNSW released
quantitative data from myExperience
surveys — the UNSW equivalent of the
University of Sydney’s Unit of Study
surveys — on a dashboard visible to all
academic staff.
A University spokesperson claimed
“data presented in the dashboard is
designed to protect the confidentiality
of teaching survey data and individual
staff.”
The spokesperson also said they
“planned to make the data available to
students,” which led to concerns among
academic staff about its inappropriate
use.
The NTEU is particularly concerned
that it is still possible to identify
individual teaching staff — in breach of
the UNSW Enterprise Agreement.
“There is a risk that university
management will use these course
evaluations
inappropriately
as
performance management tools or to
set KPIs,” NTEU NSW Secretary Damien
Cahill said.
“If made public there is also a danger
that league tables of academics could
be created, based on surveys that have
been shown to have inherent limitations,
prejudices and biases.”
Surveillance fears
Staff are concerned that publication
of the data could have consequences for
job security, promotion and monitoring
of performance, misplacing the blame
for declining educational quality on

individuals rather than structural
problems in the sector.
Anna Hush, a casual academic at
UNSW, said myExperience is “a tool
of surveillance of staff, and a tool for
management to control staff members.”
She is concerned they will “potentially
use this data to justify cutting courses,
cutting jobs,” and expressed resistance to
it being made publicly available.
Another academic who spoke on
condition of anonymity due to the
University’s ever-present surveillance
agreed that releasing the data publicly
was “not about letting students see how
they evaluated courses,” but was instead
“about creating a culture of ranking and
of surveillance of staff.”
Data subject to significant bias
The NTEU, and all staff Honi Soit
spoke to, expressed concerns that student
evaluations have a small sample size and
are subject to significant gender and
racial bias. This has been demonstrated
in research.
The anonymous academic explained
that students leave “some very personal
comments that are difficult to disentangle
from the valuable ones.”
“I can get comments about the way
that I speak and my accent … It happens
overwhelmingly to people who might
not have English as their first language,
who are women, who are women of color
— they get these often quite derogatory
comments in their evaluations.”
Hush noted: “I often get students
telling me to be more confident, which
I find kind of funny. I think I’m quite a
confident teacher and they might just
want a man to be teaching.”
“In my understanding of the research
about student evaluations,” added Hush,
“it really just shows or measures how
much students enjoy particular subjects,
which is very different from, say, teaching
quality.”
When Honi reached out to UNSW for
comment, they ignored questions about
the biased nature of the data.

The release of myExperience data
poses particular challenges for casualised
staff. Hush referred to the data as a
“double-edged sword” for casuals, who
are torn between wanting to oppose the
use of quantitative data while also having
to rely on it to secure future work.
The anonymous academic felt that an
emphasis on student evaluations means
the university fails “in [its] obligations
towards training the next generation of
educators [casual staff],” as “it leaves
very little room for experimentation.”
Consumer model of education
Students have also raised concerns
that an emphasis on student evaluations
positions them as consumers in the
business model of education.
Luca Charlier, a UNSW education
activist, said: “I’m not at uni to buy
courses from management … It’s the
sense of a collaborative staff and student
learning community that I think is
ultimately at stake.”
“I’ve never given staff less than a
full rating,” he added. “No problem I’ve
had with a course was worth risking staff
precarity. Why not talk to them directly?”
“My engagement with staff and
other students can’t be through
centralised, transactional or quantified
evaluation. My learning occurs through
genuine discussion within those spaces
and is strengthened through direct
relationships with staff.”
Echoing a similar sentiment, the
anonymous academic argued that the
framing of students as consumers is “a
real shame,” because, considering “the
critical and radical nature of university
learning, a consumer relationship is just
so devoid of morals; it is so cold.”
Hush suggested that rather than
publicising course evaluation data,
feedback should be expressed through
open and direct dialogue between
students and staff: “I think student
feedback is so valuable. I learned a lot
from teaching. I learn a lot from my
students.”

“Teaching staff find a whole range
of other ways to make space for that
dialogue … and to incorporate student’s
perspectives into courses, but I don’t
think myExperience is the right tool for
that.”
“The more we can gain feedback from
students in ways that are outside the
control and surveillance of management,
the better,” she emphasised.
UNSW SRC endorses release of data
Not all students have stood with
staff to resist the publication of course
evaluation data.
In May, the President of the UNSW
Student Representative Council, Tom
Kennedy, polled the Councillors and
Officer Bearers on the issue of releasing
myExperience data to students.
Kennedy indicated that he supported
its release on the basis that students
should be able to see their feedback and
that it would increase engagement with
the surveys. The vote fell along factional
lines, with 11 votes for the release (Unity,
NLS and unaligned) and 4 votes against
(Grassroots, Socialist Alternative and
NLS).
The SRC vote appears to confirm fears
expressed by Charlier, where “the model
of students as consumers turns student
activism into consumer advocacy.”
“Appeals
and
concessions
to
management
not
only
replace
but undermine staff and student
collaboration,” he said.
USyd
SRC
President
Swapnik
Sanagavarapu said: “These data are
often biased against women and people
of colour, and their publishing basically
amounts to public humiliation of
relevant staff. Not only does this do
nothing to improve course outcomes, it
is unreasonably cruel and punitive.”
“The USyd SRC stands with the
NTEU and all staff at UNSW against the
publishing of course evaluation data.”
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After union campaign, staff at WSU’s The College
“overwhemingly” reject enterprise agreement
NANDINI DHIR &
ARIANA HAGHIGHI
Staff are considering industrial action.

S

taff at The College at Western
Sydney University (WSU) have
emphatically rejected an enterprise
agreement proposed by management
after a union campaign, with 78% of staff
voting against the deal.
The College is WSU’s feeder
institution, providing short bridging
courses for domestic and international
students before they start their bachelor’s
degrees.
The National Tertiary Education
Union (NTEU), have been engaging in a
difficult enterprise bargaining process
with The College management since its
previous agreement expired in January
2020. Though both parties nearly
reached a resolution in July, they have
since ricocheted further apart.
The President of the WSU branch
of the NTEU, David Burchell, spoke
exclusively to Honi, detailing reasons
why The College’s proposals led to
widespread staff disillusionment and a

successful union campaign against the
deal in August.
One reason pertains to an offer of
a salary “increase” of 1.25% per year.
Considering that this rate did not match
inflation, which hovers around 2%, “this
is a clear pay cut”, claimed Burchell,
who also said that “the Vice-Chancellor
wouldn’t move” on this proposal.
Burchell explained that these cuts did
not stem from financial issues or a lack
of revenue, considering limiting salary
increase by 1.25% instead of pinning it to
inflation at 2% would save the University
only $750,000. Rather, he claims that
“[WSU] management wanted to lower
expectations of pay”, which could serve
as justification for another round of
future pay cuts.
The College management also
continued to promote high rates of
casualisation, and offered different
pay rates of marking for casual and
permanent workers. Burchell said this
increased staff’s disdain of the proposals
being offered.
Burchell says that to resolve the
stalemate, workers at The College have
no choice but to move to industrial
action against The College.

However,
industrial
action
is
significantly more difficult to effectively
organise under COVID-19 lockdown
regulations. “We can’t have rallies”, he
says, or “be in management’s faces”,
highlighting a fear that the pandemic
could delay negotiations even longer.
Whilst enterprise bargaining between
staff and The College have come to a failed
standstill, staff are in the early stages of
bargaining with WSU management, and
are hopeful as to the outcome.
A spokesperson for WSU claimed
that a consensus on the majority of
clauses was achieved before negotiations
fell apart. Counter to the NTEU’s
claims, the spokesperson asserted
that the parties achieved consensus
on “increased flexibility and remote
working arrangements” and “an ongoing
commitment to casual conversions.”
WSU staff have previously raised
concerns about WSU’s approach to
flexible working. During negotiations in
2016 for enterprise agreements covering
all staff at WSU, the NTEU pushed
amendments for flexible working hours
for professional staff, and won further
provisions allowing for remote working.
This decision was made years prior to

the pandemic; one can expect, therefore,
that the issue will be a greater concern
for enterprise bargaining in 2021.
Zuie Hervey, English teacher at The
College, said that staff refused the pay
offer because they felt that WSU did
not recognise the “challenges faced and
overcome by College staff in ensuring
the continuity of high-quality teaching
and learning since the onset of the
pandemic.”
The WSU spokesperson noted
improvements for domestic violence
leave provisions, which was another
clause flagged for concern in 2017, where
unions. fought for leave entitlements for
any staff member experiencing domestic
violence or related circumstances.
“We’re the ones that know how
policies work in practice, and their
impact on both staff and students,” said
David Lenton, WSU sessional teacher.
The WSU spokesperson said that The
College is making arrangements with
the NTEU, as well as the Independent
Education Union (IEU) and the
Community and Public Sector Union
(CPSU), to recommence negotiations.

Who will carry on the tradition? On the future of revues
JOSIE LEE
ART BY AMELIA KOEN
“If everyone on campus has never been
to a revue, the tradition just dies.”

I

n the current lockdown and
uncertainty of COVID, faculty
revues have yet again been canned
or postponed, making 2021 the second
year in a row without faculty revues. This
raises the question: Will revues be able
to continue in the future?
Despite revues being financially
stable enough to put on their shows
this year, thanks to the lack of expenses
needed for production and venue hire in
2020, most revues have seen a decrease
in auditionees and previous participants
from 2020 to 2021 intakes. This raises the
anxious question of whether there will be
enough people sufficiently experienced
in revues to help carry on making them
if there is another cancellation in 2022.
“The biggest risk is that if it can’t go
ahead next year, then who will carry
on the tradition?” said Law Revue codirector Coco Frohlich. “If everyone on
campus has never been in or to a revue,
the tradition just dies,” said Law Revue
co-director Genevieve Couvret.
Couvret, and Arts Revue co-directors
Kate Bubalo and Liam Olsson, said that
revues heavily rely on learning the
ropes and climbing the ladder from,
for instance, cast, to assistant director,
producer then a director to “know how
it works internally” to ensure revues are
carried on successfully.
Those who have ever been in a revue
will know it is the place to grow your
performance, production and comedy
skills, experiment and create sketches
and have an outlet from academic study.

But most importantly, it’s about finding
your community and family.
“All of my closest friends from uni
are from revues,” said Frohlich. “Because
it’s one of those activities where you
have… sustained contact with the same
people over a period and you’re working
on a project together. You can make
those close friendships that you might
not necessarily make through tutorials,
going to a one-off society event or
something…” Couvret added, “And I
know there are people in the years above
us who did revues where they met their
long-term partner, [or] their housemates,
or their entire social network!”
Zelda Rosalind Winestock, producer
of Queer Revue, said, “There are a lot of
successful comedians who have started
their comedy careers doing revues at
USYD… But what I maintain, especially
to people who care about making perfect
polished shows and Honi Soit reviewers,
is that they’re not about making great
theatre or great comedy… they’re about
helping people find their community
where they fit in. It’s finding people who
relate to the same experiences as you and
want to make jokes about them.”
Areebah Mirza, co-director of POC
Revue, said, “Just generally, with theatre
and comedy and all of these things, it’s
such a great opportunity to connect
with people… For me and for many
other people in POC Revue, just having
that environment where everyone is so
multicultural, and everyone understands
all these cultural complexities… was
really… beautiful.”
“Since it’s such a vulnerable space,”
said Madhullikaa Singh, co-director
of POC Revue, “not everyone can
understand that identity, so bringing
people together who have a shared
identity can really empower them.”

There have been suggestions of
moving the revues online, but it does
come with numerous limitations.
Although some revues, like Arts Revue
and Science Revue, have moved their
social events and rehearsals online,
they have decided to wait until they
are able to perform in person instead of
online as their shows are designed to be
experienced in the theatre with a live
audience. “The fact that we can’t meet
up together and stream it makes doing
most of the sketches impossible,” said
Bubalo.
“We have the different troupes… we
have the singers, we have the dancers,
we have the actors and we have the
band and then we have all of our crew.
And it is hard to translate that into an
online sphere… so our aim is to have it
in person,” said Mendy Atencio, Science
Revue co-producer. “I think it’s really
important to get it on stage in front of
people at some point, whenever that
might be,” said Olsson.
However, others, like Law Revue,
have decided to cancel their 2021 show
to avoid the lethargic online zoom
rehearsals. Gilbert East, co-producer of
Science Revue, said, “People have been…
struggling with the zoom rehearsals in
terms of accomplishing creative things…
the logistics of being creative in zoom,
when we are trying to create physical
comedy has just become impossible… so
it’s hard to come up with anything more
to do.”
Moving the social and community
aspects of a revue online has also been a
great struggle. “Revues are not just about
creating and putting on a show, there is
the whole community aspect as well,”
said Atencio. “Normally we’re doing
things like going out to dinner after
rehearsals, or just hanging out, having

games night. To keep that community
spark and social spark alive while we’re
all stuck inside our houses… trying to
translate that online has been one of the
biggest challenges.”
USU President Prudence WilkinsWheat was Law Revue’s assistant director
this year, and empathises that “It’s hard
to… make promises about the future
because it’s out of our control, but [the
USU] is doing the best we can to make sure
[faculty revues] are feeling supported.
We’re constantly communicating with
them … every week and more so if we
can. We’re also communicating with
the Seymour Centre to make sure that if
there are any other spaces that open up
for the revues that they can go forward.”
“We haven’t cancelled the revues
this year to give a lot of freedom to the
directors and to make sure we support
them in whatever decisions they make. If
they want to do it online or if they want
to do something physical and try to get
it into even the Manning Space in the
future, we’ve left that open.”
But “the biggest thing that people
can do to support revues at this time
is to support the events that are going
out,” said Atencio. “Fundraising events
are always a huge part of the revuebuilding scene in regards to being able
to have the funds to put on the show.”
It’s important that people come to the
revues, once lockdown is lifted, as they
rely on ticket sales to ensure they are
financially capable to be put on in the
following year.
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SRC Presidential Candidate: Lauren Lancaster
HONI SOIT
On the 2021 Grassroots candidate.
Degree: Arts/Law II
Faction: Grassroots and Switch
Quiz score: 76%

L

auren Lancaster is running for SRC
President because she believes in “the
power of progressive and student-led
resistance.” An up-and-comer within left-wing
activist circles, she seeks to take on the mantle of
two consecutive Grassroots presidencies and lead
a union willing to fight for students’ interests.
Out of the two candidates, Lancaster has
more experience with the SRC. As a current
Environment Officer and convenor of the
Environment Collective, she was involved in
organising a 200-strong Student General Meeting
and building a solid University contingent
to the May 21st Climate strike. She has also
been present in several campaigns by other
collectives, particularly by the EAG and Women’s
Collective. While she doesn’t boast tangible
“wins” for students like her opponent Matthew
Carter, the growth of the Enviro Collective
under her convenorship demonstrates an ability
to galvanise a charged and dedicated activist
community on campus.
Lancaster’s pre-existing networks are a
strength of her candidacy. She has established
working relationships across the broader left —
namely with Solidarity, which has seen a renewed
relationship with Grassroots through the Enviro
Collective, and with fellow Switchroots Board
Directors on the USU. She can also rely on the
mentorship of former Grassroots Presidents
and Office Bearers. If elected, we can expect
her to work smoothly with the collectives and
Councillors, which may prove more difficult for
her opponent.
Lancaster brings in administrative and
bureaucratic experience as a current member of

the General Executive, which oversees the SRC’s
budget requests and staffing matters. As a firsttime Councillor, she has helped organise the SRC’s
Welcome Week initiatives, Radical Education
Week as well as putting together various SRC
publications. She also represents students on
a number of university governing committees,
including the University Executive Student Life
Committee and Learning Environment Planning
Committee, though it is unclear what she has
achieved in these roles.
Scoring 76 per cent on the Honi Quiz,
Lancaster edged out Carter by just 6 per cent.
She faltered on some of the more technical
questions — she could not name the faculty with
the highest number of domestic enrolments or
the special considerations model currently being
trialled. Nonetheless, Lancaster demonstrated
secure knowledge of issues facing the University
and the higher education sector, areas which her
opponent slightly stumbled on.
Lancaster describes herself as a “progressive”
candidate that will continue the SRC’s “leftwing” legacy. When asked to define her politics in
her interview with Honi, she responded vaguely,
saying that “a progressive student body is one that
values and celebrates student-led resistance,”
and listing “democracy and representation” as
core beliefs. She hesitated to position herself as
a “radical” candidate explicitly, saying her work
“speaks for itself.” This contrasts with her SRC
Council run last year, where she vowed to push for
an “anti-colonial and anti-capitalist University.”
Lancaster’s campaign material suggests she is
adopting more palatable messaging to appeal
to a broader, less politicised voter base. While
this would be a smart move for the election, one
wonders whether she is downplaying her leftwing values to score votes.
As the candidate for Grassroots, Lancaster
says her faction is non-binding and pluralist.
Unlike Carter, she is not a member of a political
party and prides herself on her independence.
Within the SRC, Grassroots has had a consistent
track record of defending students, organising
resistance to OLEs, 12-week semesters and

sexual violence on campus, amongst other issues.
This year, however, Grassroots has experienced
fractures, with several members leaving due
to arguments resulting from accusations of
sexism and criticisms surrounding the faction’s
prioritisation of elections and lobbying over
collective organising. Having been closely
involved in the USU election campaign, Lancaster
embodies the more electoral wing of Switchroots.
However, her involvement in activism may
position her as the candidate best-suited to unify
existing divisions within the left.
Lancaster wishes to fight against “all cuts
to tertiary education,” asserting that the SRC
must stay true to its activist roots. She pledges
to “support” and “extensively resource” the
SRC collectives and “agitate for more SSAF
allocation” to fund SRC campaigns. At the same
time, however, she values direct negotiation
with University management, similar to current
President Swapnik Sanagavarapu. In her
interview, she states that activism alone doesn’t
have any “incentive or buy-in” for university
management and that advocacy through
Executive committees such as the Academic
Board is necessary to securing wins for students.
This approach will be to the chagrin of Socialist
Alternative and others in the far left.
She also states in her interview that the
SRC is “first and foremost” a service provider,
proposing to streamline the SRC’s Caseworkers,
Legal Services, and FoodHub, and update the
website. Despite a predominantly activist
branding, Lancaster’s policies suggest a vision for
the SRC that places equal emphasis on activism,
lobbying, and service provision.
Nevertheless, Lancaster’s policies have more
bite than that of her opponent. She promises
to fight for universal free higher education
and confront USyd’s corporatisation and
mistreatment of staff. She also vows to collaborate
with the generally inactive National Union of
Students on nation-wide education campaigns.
Her welfare policies are oriented towards more
systemic issues, demanding rent reductions for
all on-campus housing and affordable living

for students. Like Carter, Lancaster promises to
fight for Opal Card concessions for international
students but goes further by pledging to agitate
for fair living and study conditions.
To engage more students with the SRC,
Lancaster hopes to revitalise the International
Student Collective with the leadership of her
faction’s council ticket heads. She also wishes to
leverage existing connections with faculty society
executives to improve faculty consultation. Her
COVID exit plan is less realised, however, opting
to push for the “reopening of student spaces,” but
noticeably lacking plans to tackle the permanent
shift to online learning, support students stuck
overseas, or increase vaccination opportunities.
Unlike Carter, Lancaster will not commit
to deferring University during her presidency,
despite the role demanding a full-time workload
and attracting a $42k stipend, and despite
the policy promise of increased Presidential
consultation hours. Instead, she will drop
to a part-time study load with two subjects
per semester and “delegate” some of her
responsibilities.
The Grassroots campaign is gaining
momentum across social media with consistent
videos, memes, and policy statements. However,
their engagement per post is significantly lower
than Carter’s. While in-person campaigning
is Grassroots’ strong suit, it would be naive
to underestimate the strength of their online
presence, with the successful election of Prudence
Wilkins-Wheat to the USU Board in 2020.
Like other recent Grassroots candidates,
Lancaster is backed by the other left-wing factions
on campus (Solidarity, Socialist Alternative, NLS
and Penta), which stands her in good stead for
Presidential victory. A three-year consecutive
Grassroots presidency would be unprecedented,
and the visible fractures within her own faction
could weaken her electoral chances. If Lancaster
is elected, we can expect a continuation of
the work of Sanagavarapu before her, and the
maintenance of an activist student union into the
future.

SRC Presidential Candidate: Matthew Carter
HONI SOIT
On the 2021 Student Unity candidate.
Degree: Music (Performance) IV
Faction: Student Unity (Labor-Right)
Quiz score: 70%

L

ike many centrist candidates who have
come before him, Matthew Carter sees
wasted potential in the SRC. In his interview
with Honi, Carter waxed lyrical about his desire
to create a student-focused council: promising
“pragmatic” policies that will improve the lives of
everyday students.
In terms of the SRC itself, Carter is the less
experienced candidate. Like Lancaster, he’s
currently serving his first term on the Council
as Intercampus Officer, an unpaid Office Bearer
position. However, he hasn’t worked with the
Collectives, nor has he served on nearly as many
committees, though he led contingents of music
students to climate and Pride in Protest rallies off
campus.
As a student at the Conservatorium,
however, Carter boasts several wins — he has
successfully fought against unsafe teaching
practices and course cuts through lobbying
management. In Council, he moved and carried
a motion extending the FoodHub service to the
satellite campus.
As Treasurer of the Conservatorium Students
Association last year, Carter also demonstrates
some administrative and bureaucratic experience,
managing the finances of the association and
negotiating funding increases. He has also
established an equity ticket program for the Con
Ball 2020. However, Carter would need to brush
up on the workings of the SRC due to his lack of
experience within the institution itself.
Carter scored 70% in the Honi Quiz, just 6%
behind his opponent. He confidently answered

SRC-related questions. However, his knowledge
wavered when asked to name the faculties with
the highest number of enrolments and their
Deans and information relating to the higher
education sector at large, such as the Robert
Menzies Institute or the recent inquiry into free
speech on campus.
When it comes to his politics, Carter is
mild-mannered, moderately left-wing and
calls himself a “proud unionist.” When asked
to define “left-wing”, he steered away from
typical jargon, instead loosely tying his politics
to various issues — seeking “climate justice”
and “justice for marginalised communities.” He
says his working-class background informs his
political involvement and that he believes in “the
power of the working people to create change for
themselves.”
But when push comes to shove, Carter is the
less left-wing candidate, and has the backing
of the campus Liberals. He has a pragmatic
approach to working with management. He
insists he won’t undo the left-wing work done
by his predecessors, though he sees negotiating
with the University as key to getting better SSAF
funding and a better SRC.
Carter is a candidate for Unity (Labor-right)
and is a member of the Australian Labor Party.
He claims he’s not beholden to his faction, nor
is he concerned about the faction’s relationship
with Federal and State Labor coming up to the
election. He claims not to be a careerist candidate
and has no political ambitions beyond Stupol,
with his sights set on musical success.
However, Unity’s recent attacks on student
unionism on other campuses and long history
of striking preference deals and voting in blocs
with campus Liberals would raise concerns for
the activist left if he were to be elected. At UTS
and Monash University, Unity-led SRCs are
censoring activists, while the Unity-led La Trobe
student union has been defunded in favour of an
‘apolitical’ corporate body.
In his interview, Carter criticised Unity’s

actions at neighbouring universities and insisted
that the USyd branch is entirely independent. His
voting history at Council might suggest otherwise
— at a council meeting in April, he dissented
to a motion condemning the UTS Students’
Association for its suppression of education
activism.
While Carter has attracted criticism for
garnering support from Liberal factions, he
denied making any preference deals with any
Liberals in his interview, chalking their support
up to his student-focused policies, which “attract
the endorsement of students in general.”
Carter is critical of the fierce ideological
debate that characterises the SRC. He wants to
“present an SRC that does left-wing work for
students rather than left-wing work for leftwing work’s sake.” Critical of the institution’s
culture, he argues the SRC is “insular” and “based
on fear and intimidation … exploited by a few
to the detriment of many.” Carter promises to
lead a council with less ideological to-and-fro,
fewer descents into shouting matches, and more
motions that will improve the lives of everyday
students.
When it comes to his plans for education,
Carter offers similar policies to his opponent.
He opposes course cuts, the casualisation of
staff and the Federal Liberal Government’s JobReady Graduates package. He has a stronger
COVID exit plan, promising to push for caps on
remote learning, more vaccination opportunities,
and an end to ProctorU in favour of take home
assessments. However, Carter’s work at the Con
and emphasis on pragmatism indicate a squarely
lobbyist strategy. Beyond a commitment to
attending protests, it is unclear how activism fits
into his agenda.
Carter also wants to put the interests of
low-SES students at the forefront of the SRC.
Informed by his experience as a student from
a working-class background, Carter’s plans
to improve student equity are measurable
and arguably more achievable than that of

Lancaster’s. However, they are predicated on a
more reformist vision than systemic change. He
wants to expand the Foodhub to include toiletries
and establish a weekly food drive for struggling
students. He wishes to lobby the library to make
all textbooks freely available online and “review”
the centralisation of student support services.
Carter’s policies fall short in his pledges to
revive campus life. While the introductory canvas
module he proposes would improve the SRC’s
visibility, many of his other policies are beyond
the institution’s control. His promise to reform
the University alcohol policy and making the
Seymour Centre “more accessible” harks back
to many unsuccessful USU campaigns. Beyond
lobbying for Opal concession cards and improved
financial support, international students stuck
overseas are noticeably absent from his policy
platform.
Unlike Lancaster, Carter has committed
to deferring his studies for the duration of his
term. He told Honi that the $42k stipend would
allow him to fully commit to the job and actively
support the SRC’s movements.
With all the left-wing factions supporting
Lancaster, Matthew Carter has a tough road
ahead of him if he wants to land the top job. On
social media, the Carter campaign is small but
mighty. The page has very few posts, but they’re
garnering far greater engagement than the
Grassroots campaign.
Being from The Con is unusual for an
aspiring SRC President. It leaves him without
many of the typical voter bases — he doesn’t have
strong society support and is less recognisable
on campus. However, the online election could
fall in his favour, as the distinct advantage of oncampus campaigning is nullified for the left. Both
Liberal factions support him, as well international
student group Phoenix and presumably students
from The Con, so if Carter can mobilise the
typically disengaged punter, he may stand a
chance.
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SRC Electoral Officer’s Editorial

Honi Profiles: DRIP for Honi
HONI SOIT
Quiz score: 54%
Members: Patrick McKenzie, Ariana
Haghighi, Rhea Thomas, Bonnie Huang, Danny
Cabubas, Harry Gay, Kristin Miao, Joe Fidler,
Amelia Raines, Anie Kandya, Nandini Dhir

W

hile DRIP’s campaign visuals
reminiscent of cheesy 90s videos,
creative design and a multimedia
focus display strong skill and an innovative
vision for Honi next year, some glaring gaps
in knowledge and their failure to articulate a
coherent political vision are worrying signs.
In terms of campus publications, DRIP
includes editors-in-chief of ACAR Honi, creative
directors of SASS journals (1978), editors of
Pulp, Women’s and Queer Honi, SULS journals
(Dissent) and ex-presidents and content
directors for the Sydney University Radio
Group (SURG). They also count a Publications
Coordinator for the Sydney Film Festival, a
presenter for FBi Radio and an editor for an
external publication.
Most of DRIP’s members have been
consistently active, with one reporter (firstyear Ariana Haghighi) contributing 20 articles
in 2021 alone. Their reliability with deadlines
is a positive sign of organisation skills that are
critical for the editorship. In Semester 1, DRIP
wrote almost twice the number of Honi articles
as CAKE did and have since extended their lead
(67 vs 104, though CAKE’s Ellie Stephenson and
Fabian Robertson have written extensively for
Pulp), displaying a commitment to Honi. DRIP
also has multilingual and translation experience

with Kristin Miao, a former Pulp multilingual
editor, although she recently departed for
reasons unclear.
DRIP emphasise their experience in arts and
culture writing, both in and outside Honi. They
have strong ties with SURG, which publishes
music reviews, and their SUDS connections
will compete with CAKE’s performing arts
focus. DRIP envisions a paper “dripping with
culture,” and their regular reporting this year
gives credence to this. However, their promises
in the culture sphere to “amplify the voices of
locals and students” through regular reviews
and interviews, while covering events and
exhibitions from across the city, doesn’t deviate
from what Honi already does.
The most distinctive elements of DRIP’s
policies are in comedy and multimedia. DRIP are
promising a double-page comedy spread, and
in their interview they lamented the retreat of
comedy to the back page. A double-page spread
would signal a return to Honi’s comedic roots. In
Joe Fidler (one-time USU comedy candidate) and
candidates who have featured on the comedy
page, they have the personnel to pull it off.
Whether it will be funny is another question.
In multimedia, DRIP are championing
podcasts, photojournalism and “improved
video content.” It is surprising that Honi is yet
to expand into the aural sphere (besides a brief
flirtation in 2019), and podcasts would appear to
be a sensible and efficient way of reaching new
audiences, which is another of DRIP’s policies.
This would require a further increase in workload
for already underpaid and overworked editors,
but their experience in SURG, filmmaking and
Pulp videography positions DRIP well to deliver
on this oft-cliched Honi election promise of

tickets past.
In their interview, DRIP described
themselves, rather vaguely, as “pretty
progressive” and “very left-wing.” Like their
opponent CAKE, they aim to “continue the
radical history” of Honi but when asked to
elaborate on their political vision, DRIP were
unable to point to any substantive experience
beyond reporting on protests to uphold these
claims, saying that their left-wing credentials
could be seen in their engagement with culture
(“keeping the arts alive is a very left-wing idea”),
rather than through news and investigations.
As all of their members study Arts and five
study Media/Communications, they may find it
hard to keep their pulse on issues in different
faculties, and their policy of including “diverse
disciplines” is something of a reach.
DRIP only just passed the Honi quiz, raising
serious questions about whether they have been
paying close attention to issues in the higher
education sector and will be able to fulfil their
policy of holding University management to
account. DRIP’s gaps in general knowledge are
worrying. They could not name the Job-Ready
Graduates Package which doubled fees for Arts
degrees last year, wildly underestimated the
University’s 2020 operating surplus as being
$8.8 million, incorrectly stated that VSU meant
“there needs to be student representation on
union boards,” and could only name one of
the four Enviro Officers (failing to even name
Presidential candidate Lauren Lancaster as
one). When counterposed against CAKE’s
editorial experience and emphasis on critical
news and political coverage, DRIP will find it
hard to escape the perception that they’re a
more culture-focused ticket lacking a coherent

political outlook.
DRIP’s comparative lack of institutional
knowledge means that if elected, they may
struggle to stay on top of developments in
student politics or the higher education sector,
and will face a steep learning curve to uphold
Honi’s unique role as one of the only politicised
campus newspapers left in the country. Without
an expressed ability to translate their purported
radical politics into substance, DRIP’s editorship
is less likely than their opponent CAKE’s to fill
the gap left by the mainstream media in covering
student issues. With a lot of learning to do, DRIP
runs the risk of diverting too many resources
towards expanding Honi’s digital presence
rather than maintaining quality reporting, even
with eleven editors. Although, DRIP’s recent
news-writing on issues such as enterprise
bargaining at other universities suggests
potential for development. In their interview,
they said that “being an editor wouldn’t be
about who can quickly rattle off statistics in the
blink of an eye … [but] more about your ability to
investigate and look into things.”
DRIP is a ticket with an interesting vision
for Honi, but if elected they would need to
improve their knowledge base significantly in
order to excel as editors. In terms of electoral
prospects, DRIP’s voting base was never likely
to be drawn from Honi’s rusted-on following of
hacks. Accordingly, they have focused on Honi’s
quieter body of culture aficionados beyond the
Stupol bubble. Indeed, DRIP’s unique branding
has given them a slight advantage in terms of
social media numbers, but will this be enough to
propel them to victory?

Quiz score: 79%
Members: Roisin Murphy, Zara Zadro,
Christian Holman, Thomas Sargeant, Ellie
Stephenson, Fabian Robertson, Sam Randle,
Carmeli Argana, Khanh Tran, Amelia Koen

I

n the face of attacks on higher education and
declining campus life, CAKE hopes to offer a
paper which is a “really strong advocate for
student perspectives” that aren’t “necessarily
found in the mainstream media.” They would
support “radically stacking the paper with
opinions that favour students” and taking
a critical, analysis-heavy approach to news.
However, CAKE exhibits concerning disparities
in experience between ticket members, and an
unreliable track record with consistently turning
in articles this year.
CAKE’s experience includes two editors
of USU publication Pulp (Fabian Robertson, a
current editor, and Ellie Stephenson, who edited
in 2020). CAKE members have also edited or are
editing SASS journals (ARNA and 1978), SULS
journals (Yemaya), and various autonomous
publications of Honi such as Women’s and Queer
Honi and the Enviro Collective’s Combust.
CAKE’s news-writing experience is bolstered
by Robertson and Stephenson’s experience at
Pulp. The ticket brands themselves as a steady
pair of hands to guide students through a federal
election in 2022, promising deeper political
coverage from a student perspective and onthe-ground reporting from Canberra. Robertson
and Stephenson are the only candidates in the
election to have covered student elections,
which gives them a helpful advantage.
As well as in-depth news reporting that
holds the University and government to

account, CAKE is promising more investigative
journalism, and has the experience to back
this claim. They say that these are the kinds
of stories that “you’d look back on a decade
later and go, ‘that really was quite important.’”
While struggling through an Honi investigation
last year, Robertson has since investigated the
University’s ties to the fossil fuel industry and
confidential donors. Likewise, Khanh Tran has
experience submitting GIPA requests as an
Honi reporter. By comparison to DRIP’s absence
of experience with investigations, members
of CAKE have already developed the skill sets
necessary for the task.
CAKE is staking a claim to performing arts
on campus, viewing it as essential to “fighting
for campus life.” CAKE promises a weekly guide
to local gigs (fingers crossed for 2022), and want
reviews to be written by people with performing
arts experience — but this may unintentionally
exclude junior reporters from accessible writing
opportunities. CAKE takes issue with Honi’s
performing arts coverage for being “critical for
the sake of being critical” and want it to be in a
more “productive light”.
They want to “bring [Honi] into the modern
student experience” with engaging social media
content, in a time where students are more
detached from campus — though Robertson
has made Instagram news summaries and they
have members with video editing experience,
it is doubtful whether they would pull off this
policy to the same standard as digital-focused
and multimedia-heavy DRIP.
CAKE scored an impressive 79% in
their quiz, clearing their opponents by over
20 percentage points. Their strong result
demonstrates a firm grasp of current issues
in politics and university life. They correctly
named several key figures in the University
and in the higher education sector in general,

evidenced a strong knowledge of Honi’s history,
and provided accurate numbers for the amount
of SSAF allocated to the USU and SRC in 2020,
unlike DRIP. This was no doubt helped by ticket
members Ellie Stephenson (who has experience
in student politics, including an unsuccessful
run for USU Board) and Roisin Murphy (who is
the SRC’s current Vice-President, in Labor Leftaligned faction NLS). Stephenson and Murphy
also interviewed confidently, demonstrating
knowledge (accumulated through, in their
words, a “proven track record of left-wing
experience on campus”) that will make the
steep learning curve of understanding factional,
political and university dynamics easier.
However, while CAKE presents as a capable
ticket on paper, their track record as a collective
poses questions about some of their members,
compared to most members of DRIP who have
written consistently. In their interview, CAKE
dismissed a numerical comparison with DRIP,
perhaps because more than half their ticket
wrote, at most, one Honi article in Semester 1
(before the pressure of an impending election
to rack up bylines). Most articles this year
came from the prolific Khanh Tran and Zara
Zadro, alongside Robertson at Pulp, pointing
to a broader disparity between ticket members
- there is only so much that Robertson and
Stephenson (and Tran and Zadro) can do
to paper over CAKE’s half-baked claims of
experience across the board.
In this week alone, five of CAKE’s members
retracted articles at a late stage (due to
interviews falling through) or submitted articles
days (or even a week) after the deadline, even
though CAKE are promising policies with tight
deadlines such as opening-night reviews. And
while election campaigns are tough (or so we
hear, we never did one), Honi is an intense
commitment which involves forward-planning,

RIKI SCANLAN

I

regret to report that, on September 4,
three candidates have been disqualified
for breaching the prohibition on early
campaigning and the relevant brand has
been issued a formal caution. I have come
to this hard though necessary decision
after careful consideration, and I believe
it is in the best interests of the integrity
of the SRC elections, both now and in the
future, to place my reasons for taking this
action on the public record.
In response to a series of complaints, I
opened ten investigations into allegations
of breaches of the Regulations regarding
a number of individuals within the same
brand. Two of those investigations
were closed after determining that
there was not sufficient evidence to
proceed; one was withdrawn for personal
reasons by the complainant; and, in six
investigations across three candidates, I
found that the respondents had breached
the Regulations. In one investigation
I found that the allegation could not
be substantiated. I reproduce in what
follows the justifications contained in
my Determinations for applying these
outcomes as a result of breaching the
prohibition on early campaigning.
Campaigning ahead of the campaign
period is a serious first mover advantage
within the elections. Importantly, it
is a non-reversible advantage. The

problem with early campaigning is not
merely that a person campaigned for
an additional period of time but that
they were campaigning ahead of anyone
else. Being able to talk to a voter first
lets you build a rapport and history with
them that enhances your prospects of
securing their votes on the polling day. In
addition, early campaigning is tactically
advantageous because it occurs in a noncontested environment: other campaigns,
who follow the rules, are unable to
ask voters to consider an alternative.
Because this deliberation and debate is
a critical to the democratic integrity of
the Annual Elections – noting that it is
already somewhat diminished through the
atomisation of online elections – we must
take early campaigning seriously and act
decisively.
Even a handful of votes garnered via
early campaigning carries a substantial
power within the elections: enough to
alter the results of the Council ballot.
This is because of the number of available
vacancies set against the number of
voters. The election of Representatives
to the Students’ Representative Council
is a large and complex multi-member
election, where candidates need around
100 to 120 votes to get elected ‘on quota’.
The ‘informal quota’ – the number of
votes one effectively needs to be elected –
however, is often a small fraction of that
figure. Securing just a handful of votes in
advance of the campaigning period helps

push a candidate into an elected position.
Securing more than that can even ensure
a second or third candidate is elected on
a ticket, or assist the election of other
candidates within a brand or in other
brands. These advantages, I stress, are
advantages driven not merely because
of the additional period of campaigning
but the unimpeded earliness of that
campaigning.
Early campaigning, therefore, is
a serious strategic advantage for any
campaign because of the nature of the
Council ballot and its non-reversible
structure, on top of the mere fact of
additional campaigning time. In general,
because of the significant nature of this
advantage, even campaigning to just
one elector in any ballot must be treated
as an extremely severe breach of the
regulations, on the view that (a) a strong
and universal deterrent is necessary to
ensure compliance with this rule and
(b) this ensures punishment can be
allotted even if only a single complaint is
presented, but which may form the tip of
the iceberg. Allowing early campaigning
to pass without the utmost gravity
transforms the strategic environment of
the elections for the dramatically worse.
It is important to pause and point
towards some potential distinctions here,
however. Early campaigning which takes
the form of non-directed, highly incidental,
and vague encouragements to vote is still
prohibited under the Regulations, and

will therefore face consequences if found
to be true, but may not attract the same
consequences as clear and unambiguous
attempts to garner the support of specific
voters. Though no firm decision has
settled the matter on this point, one might
imagine in this less serious category a
Tweet sharing an Honi Soit article about
the elections, and expressing disapproval
of one of the candidates. However, I stress
that these comments in this paragraph are
entirely incidental to the rulings of these
determination: the point is merely to
highlight the possibility of the regulatory
space covering early campaigning being
carved up in different ways. For our
purposes here, it is immaterial that
this regulatory space might be divided
in definite if presently undecided ways
because, no matter how those distinctions
are drawn, the nature of the acts considered
in these determinations will always fall
into this extremely severe category.
As I have been saying, early
campaigning is an extremely severe
breach of the regulations. The effect of
this, under the Regulations, is that I may
dispense with the requirement in 8.73(d)
to issue a caution on the first occasion of a
breach of the Regulations. Because of the
non-reversible nature of the offence, its
serious nature, and the need for a strong
deterrent, the necessary outcome for these
offences could only be disqualification.

Interdisciplinarity: a symbol for the degradation of
intellectual standards?

Honi Profiles: CAKE for Honi
HONI SOIT
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good communication and dealing with deadlines
during hectic periods. It’s a worrying sign for
how CAKE will juggle several things at once next
year.
CAKE seems to be adopting a traditionalist,
no-nonsense approach (one candidate’s
profile picture caption chided the “personal
musings of editors,” which presumably means
we won’t expect many perspective or creative
pieces under their editorship). Their policy
of an “anti-hierarchical” editor-reporter
relationship is unusual, given they also claim
they are experienced editors who will mentor
newer reporters. When pressed, CAKE said
that in practice, this amounted to meeting
with reporters often and developing reporters’
pitches conceptually, something which is
already, we hope, common sense for editors.
And it’s unclear how having Sam Randle and
Amelia Koen as STEM students on their ticket
(while this sets them apart from DRIP) will lead
to meaningful representation of science and
technology content, or how their “interest”
in data journalism is backed up by concrete
experience.
Overall, CAKE has members with strong
experience in editing campus publications,
chasing news and advocating for student issues.
They are more promising than their opponent
on the critical and investigative side of Honi’s
coverage; which despite being less innovative,
is indispensable. But, questions remain about
their reliability and whether everyone on their
ticket can live up to the high expectations they
have set for themselves. In terms of electoral
success, CAKE is slightly trailing DRIP on social
media numbers, though they have whipped up
support from the broad left including Stupol
establishment in Grassroots and NLS, which
may translate into effective campaigners and
voters at the ballot box.

KIRAN GUPTA
“FASS3999 is the stupidest thing I have
ever had to participate in at this uni.”

L

ike many students, I laughed when
I opened my Facebook to find some
particularly pertinent posts on USYD
Rants 2.0. “FASS3999 is the stupidest
thing I have ever had to participate in
at this uni,” said one. “The unit of study
outline is incomprehensible HR jargon
with absolutely no useful information,”
said another.Perhaps I didn’t express it as
eloquently, but this broadly reflected the
sentiment of my FASS3999 Unit of Study
survey last year. Judging by the reaction to
the posts, I don’t think that the ‘ranters’ and
I are the only people to hold this sentiment.
This isn’t a slight on the course’s
lecturers and tutors. On the contrary, I
found they did whatever they could to make
the course bearable, trying to tailor the
generic content to our specific interests so
that we at least got something out of it. My
cohort was quite grateful for the seemingly
extremely generous marking. But the fact
remains that most students roll their eyes
when they reflect upon interdisciplinary
units, which were introduced somewhat
backhandedly as part of the revised “Sydney
Undergraduate Experience” in 2017.
In fairness, the University is in a
somewhat no-win situation. Because of
an increasingly fraught and competitive
job market and a lack of government
funding, politicians and employers judge
universities by their graduate employment
rates and the “job-readiness” of students.
Universities feel they have to do something
to address these concerns. But courses

like FASS3999 are not the way to do this.
Instead, they contribute to a degradation
of academic standards which contradict
the very reason why they were supposedly
introduced.
Professor Annamarie Jagose, Executive
Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences, contends that because students
“can’t presume that the implicit values and
methods of their disciplinary training will
be shared or even recognised by others,”
collaborating with others helps students
become an “effective contributor in many
workplaces where people with different
backgrounds work together.”
Whilst this is a nice idea in theory, it is
far from what I found in practice. Instead
of working together with students applying
a unique knowledge of my discipline, I
found that coursework largely amounted
to a potted summary of my degree. A 2000word ‘capstone’ essay critically evaluating
the research practices of Media and
Communications, and comparing them to
other disciplines like Cultural Studies and
Philosophy, could have been summarised
in a 10-minute breakout activity. I can’t
think of a single thing that I learnt which
promoted my intellectual growth. My final
essay, which groundbreakingly concluded
that “media scholars analyse the news in
addition to theoretical texts,” certainly
didn’t.
The ‘intended’ benefits are a depth
of disciplinary knowledge and the
development of an interdisciplinary
perspective. But my own knowledge was
better developed through virtual exchange
programs such as through the London
School of Economics and Jindal University
in India. Not only did I have the opportunity
to study my discipline through a different

cultural and institutional lens, but I also
studied concepts that I previously heard in
passing with a new rigour, far more than in
FASS3999.
Arguably, a course like FASS3999
is actually taking away from the true
development of interdisciplinary knowledge
by removing choices from students. In my
degree, I only had one elective. If I’d finished
my Dalyell subjects, I would have no
electives. There are so many small subjects
I would have loved to take that would have
furthered my interdisciplinary knowledge
like Sociology of The Other, Innovations for
Global Education and Literacy or Business
Negotiations; all subjects that I didn’t have
space for, due to FASS3999.
On this, Professor Jagose said that
instead, FASS3999 “provides senior
students with scaffolded opportunities to
work effectively with others from different
disciplinary backgrounds in the context of
a real-world issue or problem… [other units
do not] necessarily require students to work
in interdisciplinary ways… which FASS399
is centrally designed to support.” I’m not
sure I agree.
More cynically, subjects like FASS3999
can be viewed as money-makers for the
university. They take candidature and
funding away from small subjects and
funnel it into compulsory subjects, which
by their very nature have to be broad and
low-level enough to relate to a huge range
of students. Although not as obvious as
the largely pre-recorded OLEs, this only
contributes to the intellectual degradation
of academic standards. It often means that
casual tutors don’t have the opportunity
to teach in their field of expertise. For
students, it means going through firstyear course notes to try to communicate

disciplinarity in the most painful and
superficial way. Universities should make
sure they give stable work to casuals and
maintain academic standards. Instead,
FASS chose the cost-saving route, the
result of which is subjects like FASS3999.
Tellingly, Jagose saying that the
purpose of FASS3999 is to make students
an “effective contributor to workplaces.”
It isn’t, importantly, about producing
graduates with specific critical thinking
or research skills, which would be
intellectually rigorous. Instead, it sends a
message in line with universities becoming
more corporatised, reflecting a move
away from a liberal learning structure
that promotes intellectual development
and growth, the traditional hallmarks of
an arts degree. Even if you believe in the
importance of a degree’s ‘employability’
factor above all else, this course does not
achieve that. In no way does learning about
‘wicked problems’ make you ‘job-ready’,
especially in the abstract terms taught in
this course. Whether you take the view
that an arts degree is a purely vocational
course, a purely liberal course or something
in between, FASS3999 ticks none of those
boxes.
Perhaps FASS3999 would be useful
in first year, providing students with an
understanding of their discipline and how
to study Arts. But the newly introduced
FASS1000 already does this. Students do
not need both. So, I think it’s time for FASS
to rethink their interdisciplinary focus,
and to ensure that students are able to
take interesting, niche and intellectually
challenging electives for students to study
a subject outside their major. To me, this is
true interdisciplinarity.
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Logic taking the University by storm
JULIETTE MARCHANT
ART BY ALTAY HAGREBET
Philosophy course enrolments break
university record.

I

n 2021, a new form of Beatlemania
appears to be sweeping through the
University of Sydney! But rather than
chasing after young rock stars, these
students appear to be chasing a new type
of knowledge, exchanging their CDs for
textbooks as they take on PHIL1012:
Introductory Logic.
It may seem an exaggeration to
compare a first year philosophy course to
such a form of passionate fanaticism, but
the numbers say otherwise. Originally
designed by Professor Nicholas Smith,
PHIL1012 has never failed to attract a
faithful glut of students to its lecture
theatres. But the steady ascent in
enrolments over the past five years
has hit an all-time high in 2021, with
over 2200 students currently taking
the course. This is not just a record for
the Philosophy Department itself, but
a University-wide record for enrolment
numbers in a single course.
But what even is ‘logic’?
In basic terms, it is a branch of
philosophy that investigates the laws
of truth. Students of logic are versed
in the language of good reasoning, and
taught how to construct arguments that
are considered valid, using techniques
that include, but are not limited to,

truth trees, models and truth tables.
In this way, logic probably defies the
mainstream view of a philosophy class,
as lengthy essays are traded for problem
sets, seemingly limitless theories are
transferred into concise formulas, and
perhaps the greatest insult is being told
that what you’ve just said is a logical
fallacy.
But in a world where students are
increasingly hesitant about doing maths,
and often intimidated by the perceived
complexity of the ideas at the heart of
philosophy, why is it that a subject that
combines both of these fields is proving
to be so popular?
For those majoring in philosophy,
the answer is simple. Logical reasoning
is a vital philosophical skill that is
honed and revisited time and time again
throughout one’s degree progression.
But for those participating in PHIL1012
as an elective, like more than 80% of
the current attendees, there is still no
shortage of reasons as to why the course
is valuable. For one thing, logic teaches
skills that are directly transferable to
the study of mathematics, computing,
linguistics, even legal-reasoning. But in
a broader sense, the focus on argument
construction at the core of the study
of logic equips students with skills
that enable them to more clearly and
critically interrogate complex ideas
posed in a variety of contexts. After all,
discussions about whether an idea is true
or false, reasonable or unreasonable,
appear as much in the wider world as
they do in a philosophy class.

Students of logic are versed in
the language of good reasoning,
and taught how to construct arguments
that are considered valid.

Texas abortion ban: how did we get here?

The beating heart of PHIL1012 at the University
of Sydney is undeniably the lecturer who
has been at the helm of the ship since 2017:
Sebastian Sequoiah-Grayson.
But the beating heart of PHIL1012 at
the University of Sydney is undeniably
the lecturer who has been at the helm
of the ship since 2017: Sebastian
Sequoiah-Grayson. Seb has established
something of a cult following at the
University, with students on the USyd
Rants Facebook page crowning him
“the king of philosophy” and “the
single greatest lecturer at USyd”.
With his trusty sidekick Inky (a very
intelligent whiteboard marker), Seb
effortlessly transforms ideas that are
opaque and complex into lectures that
are clear, insightful, and astonishingly
entertaining. This skill is not only
incredibly rare among educators who
are tasked with covering such complex
material, but is one that is routinely
lauded by students who have taken his
courses.
Stuart Rich, an Introductory Logic
student in 2020 commented:
“Seb’s universally beloved first-year
unit, PHIL1012: Introductory Logic, was
absolutely crucial to my intellectual
development, as it continues to be for
that of the thousands of students who
take the unit every year.
Seb is a gifted, generous educator
and his credentials are unmatched.
He won every award imaginable as an
undergraduate, completed his PhD
at the most prestigious philosophy
department in the world, has received
nothing but universal praise for his
teaching, and is conducting some of
the most important and trailblazing
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research in analytic philosophy today.
The Philosophy department is truly
lucky to have him.”
Dominic Bùi Việt, a third year
Philosophy of Information student in
2020, added:
“My big take away from being in Seb’s
class was his sheer pedagogical skill.
The course was an absolute standout for
me, which owing to my lack of fluency
in philosophical theory, I didn’t expect.”
For the first time in five years, Seb
is not lecturing Introductory Logic
alone. This semester, he is joined by Dr
Michael Andrew Nielsen and Professor
Nicholas Smith, who is also the author
of the textbook, The Laws of Truth, that
is used in the course. They are valiantly
supported by a small army of passionate
tutors, who are responsible for 92
tutorials, all of which are currently
taking place online.
Whether one looks at the disparaging
language of the government’s 2020
‘Job-Ready’ Graduates Package, or the
University’s increasing dependency
upon less interactive, online modes of
teaching, the past couple of years have
made it seem like humanities education
in Australia has no future. However,
PHIL1012: Introductory Logic emerges
from the rubble as one of the success
stories. Seb, Inky and the PHIL1012 team
do not only exemplify the enduring value
of philosophy, but more profoundly
highlight that no amount of rhetoric
or adversity can counter the immense
value of exceptional educators.

CHIARA BRAGATO
The Texas Heartbeat Act criminalises
abortions after a heartbeat is
detectable.

R

ecent years have brought a myriad
of gender issues to the forefront of
public thought. Public movements
have highlighted the pervasiveness
of gender issues, such as rape, wage
disparity, and bodily autonomy for
women. The most contentious of these is a
woman’s right to an abortion. The debates
surrounding abortion are well known to
many, and the extensive moral, religious,
and legal factors create a complex, and
often volatile, social dialogue.
Last week, the US Supreme Court
allowed the Texas Heartbeat Act, a law
that criminalises abortions after detecting
cardiac activity. This generally occurs
around six weeks — before most women
know they’re pregnant. The controversial
law was voted on just before midnight,
and passed five votes to four.
Historically, laws surrounding women
and their individual rights have reflected
social attitudes toward their role in society.
Patriarchal societies have been known to
utilise these laws to police women and
their bodies, and by extension, larger
aspects of their lives. The establishment
and enforcement of these laws have
supported a conservative understanding
of women and the rights that should
be afforded them. The Supreme Court’s
ruling in support of this law violates their
human rights, and will have extensive
political and social repercussions for
women’s rights.
Currently, Texas Republicans have
the majority in the Senate and House of
Representatives. Republican Governor
Greg Abbott signed the law in May, and
despite several appeals against the law,
it was supported by all Republicanappointed judges.
This law completely undermines the
value of Roe V Wade, an historic legal case
in 1973 where the US Supreme Court ruled
that pregnant women have the freedom
to choose to have an abortion without
excessive government restriction. In
recent years, 12 states have attempted to
ban abortions, although all these attempts
have been successfully challenged.
Due to the failures of other laws,
the Texan one was specifically written
to circumvent the prohibitions of Roe
V Wade. By allowing private citizens to
bring civil lawsuits in a state court against
anyone involved in an abortion, Texas has
legislated around the issue altogether.
These lawsuits, called “bounty’s” by many,
will allow people to be sued for at least
$10 000, with possible criminal sanctions
imposed against them. Many so called
‘bounty hunters’ had begun colluding on
sites like Reddit in order to capitalise on
these sanctions against women, the same
day the law had passed.
Given the circumstances in which
the law was passed, there were few
opportunities for public debate and it was
enforced with such efficiency that some

clinics reported having dozens of women
to attend to before it came into effect at
midnight. The enforcement of this law is
not only a violation of human rights, but
is a form of political control.
Whilst
in
certain
extenuating
circumstances women will still be
permitted abortions, those circumstances
are limited and copiously interrogated.
Whether they decide to have abortions
for medical or personal reasons, many
women will face public and social scrutiny
for their decisions. By removing their
right to access to adequate medical care,
Texas law is controlling a woman’s right to
actively participate in society in an equal
manner to men, and will likely result in
many women illegally acquiring a medical
abortion. Moreover, the mental toll that
will fall on women in these situations
can be extreme. The inability to choose
not only forces them to confront the lack
of control over their own bodies, but can
aggravate or create health problems,
given the extreme physical and mental
toll that pregnancy can take.

Pictured: Demonstrators gathered in front of the Governor’s Mansion in Austin to protest
against Senate Bill 8, an anti-abortion bill that Gov. Greg Abbott signed into law on May
19. Source: Evan L’Roy/The Texas Tribune

Whilst in certain
extenuating circumstances
women will still be
permitted abortions,
those circumstances are
limited and copiously
interrogated.
Like historical abortion restrictions,
this one contains a class dimension. The
restriction on their bodily autonomy
extends to their financial independence,
given that many women are not in
situations to support themselves and a
child. With the allowance of civil lawsuits,
the law targets lower-socioeconomic
communities, as these women are less
likely to be able to travel-interstate to
access health services and often rely on
free clinics, such as Planned Parenthood.
These civil suits and the threat therein
will affect these women the most.
While many supporters of the law are
part of the supposed pro-life community,
there were no proposals of any ongoing
support for women who are unable
to access an abortion. There was no
suggestion of financial support, access to
free clinics or services like OB-GYNs, or
even mental health support services. The
lack of safety nets for these women shows
the contradictory nature of this argument
and will only further compromise their
quality of life.

Pictured: On May 29, thousands of protesters assembled outside the Texas state capital in
Austin, Texas, to protest an early form of the Texas Heartbeat Act. Source: Sergio Flores/
Getty Images.

Pictured: Pro-choice protesters march down Congress Avenue outside the Texas state
capitol on May 29, 2021 in Austin, Texas. Source: Sergio Flores/Getty Images.

The implementation of this ban will
have a chilling effect on Texan women. By
criminalising access to medical care and
restricting a woman’s innate human right
to have control over their own body, Texas
is establishing an unethical and precarious
precedent. The implementation of the
law is representative of the ongoing
attempts to police women in every aspect
of their lives, and the justice system’s
endorsement of this situation will likely
pave the way for increased restrictions
against many communities, not just
women.

The Texas Heartbeat Act was specifically written to
circumvent the prohibitions of Roe V Wade.

Source: Jacquelyn Martin/AP.
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Putting unpaid trials on trial

Living in their home rent-free
DANNY CABUBAS
Exploring the pa-rental discourse .

O

ne day while mindlessly scrolling
through my Facebook dashboard,
I came across a rather interesting
and polarising post. It was a Daily Mail
article (yuck!) about a mother who
received backlash after charging her
sixteen year-old daughter rent. I knew
that the comments section would be a
mess, but I took a peek anyway. It’s one
of my guilty pleasures.
Oh boy, was I right.
The comments were packed with
older people who deemed the mother to
be in the right. They had many different
names for it; rent, lodging, board, ‘a dig’,
the list went on. The sentiment was the
same across the whole board: If you
did not pay for it, you were a spoiled
brat. Several comments called children

who lived rent-free to be “leeching” off
their parents or even the equivalent of
“squatters” in their parents’ homes.
I don’t pay rent to my parents, does
that make me spoilt? Behaviour-wise, I
can admit my parents put up with a lot,
but in terms of money? I come from a
middle-class immigrant family, we’re
certainly comfortable but we’ve never
been especially wealthy. I’ve also been
working since age fifteen and pay for
my own clothes, food, activities, and
transport. There’s no way I could be
spoilt!
Now, I do agree that asking your
gainfully employed children to pay for
things like a phone plan or their own
petrol is reasonable. It teaches fiscal
responsibility. Of course, all households
are different. Financial constraints may
mean that children need to contribute
their earnings to support the rest of the
family. However in other circumstances
where family finances are not a question,

to charge your underage children rent to
live in their own home under the pretense
that otherwise they are freeloading is a
completely different thing altogether.
It strains the relationship and further
conditions
an
already
struggling
generation to accept a highly exploitative
housing market they will soon be forced
to enter.
I suppose my primary gripe in this
debate is with those parents who glorify
the idea of their children “paying their
dues” to them. What does logic and
language like that do but enforce the
idea that children are burdens on parents
rather than a responsibility that they
chose to take on? Children aren’t leeching
off of their parents, their parents chose to
have them knowing their responsibility.
Providing them with food, clothing, and
shelter is the bare minimum of what a
parent should do; it’s a familial duty, not
a service that can be monetised and put
on a tab. To make children feel guilty for

these things is also a sign of somewhat
abusive behaviour as well.
Overall, I’ve found this to be a very
Western perspective. As a Filipino woman
myself, my parents follow Asian cultural
beliefs on the topic. They’re happy to care
for and house me well into adulthood
and until I’m ready to move out on the
expectation that once they themselves
get old, I’ll return the favour and do the
same for them. This custom emphasises
a strong bond between family members
and connections between generations,
everyone is taken care of, rather than
forced to fend for themselves in the name
of “proving one’s worth.” I find it’s a very
wholesome and wise way of approaching
the topic, especially in this economy
where it looks like the only way I’ll be
able to move out is in several years’ time
with four other people crammed into one
sharehouse.

Synergising core competencies: navigating jargon
JESS FIRTH
Analysing corporate linguistics.

H

ave you ever felt personally
victimised by the phrase run the
numbers, or best practice, or low
hanging fruit, or literally just the word
‘bandwidth’ used in any context except
for referring to internet connection?
Starting my first job as an intern at
a global company has exposed me to
many things I never thought twice about
previously. The most shocking thing,
however, would be how the world of work
butchers the English language, on a daily
basis. Anyone in an office job has come
across idioms that sound fancy but don’t
make sense, until we’re left to ‘circle back’
in an infinite loop of meaningless phrases.
The rise of corporate jargon is
nothing new. Brahm Capoor argues that
to investigate corporate jargon, you must
start with the buzzword, a singular unit
of jargon, such as ‘cross-promotional’ or
‘synergy.’ Similar to internet vernacular,
where phrases can develop new meanings
like Chinese whispers, buzzwords do the
same thing, creating a cloud of confusion
around the original meaning. These
words start off as powerful and specific

explanations of complex processes or
ideas, but become watered down, as
“people start to turn against the word
and it dies a loud and noticeable death.”
We’re left with a language of diluted
communication that gets used and abused
beyond the rooms they were born for,
whether it be within finance, marketing,
banking.
Capoor analyses the phrase ‘the
long tail,’ which, in 2004, explained how
e-commerce markets can shift from
flashy, popular products to more niche
markets – sourced from the fact that
when graphed, the demand curve for
these products resembles a long tail.
But as the phrase’s popularity grew with
a New York Times bestseller book of the
same name, it “saturated the discourse.”
Capoor recounts a developer telling a
journalist that the secret to profitability
was about “the long tail - transitioning
from viewers to users, despite the fact
that the long tail has nothing to do with
views or users.” This misinterpretation,
overuse, and eventually parody leads the
phrase to die a painful death.
One explanation of why corporate
jargon has prevailed links it to David
Graeber’s “bullshit jobs” theory. In 2018,
Graeber asserted that capitalism creates
“bullshit jobs” which don’t provide any
economic or social benefit. One could

naturally conclude that the increasingly
superfluous nature of buzzwords matches
the rise of bullshit jobs. But I think it’s
more serious than that.
Rather than talking about buzzwords
in isolation, academics have gone so
far as to classify this discourse as its
own specialised “Business English.”
Semantically, its purpose of limiting
phrases is to help people communicate
ideas across cultural and linguistic
barriers, which has become necessary
as the world has globalised. Users often
participate in Business English only in
commercial contexts, and revert to their
preferred language or dialect in social
and domestic spheres. This way, business
English is viewed as a means or a process,
and not a product which itself carries
meaning. This is possibly why much of
corporate jargon feels so meaningless and
stale.
So does Business English intentionally
try to obfuscate things? Are there
more sinister implications for society
at large? For one, forcing us into these
predetermined linguistic moulds may
strike diversity of thought from the
rooms we occupy. There are definitely
limitations to how creative our language,
in the corporate context, can be. However,
I believe the beauty of our language allows
us to relate to other humans in profound
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ways. It helps us express personal
perspectives and, forcing everyone into
the same few phrases diminishes our
ability to communicate individual ideas.
David Markowitz, a professor of
communications at the University
of Oregon, examined how corporate
communications, such as mission
statements, influence how the public
perceives that company. Those who
used obfuscatory language were seen to
be more immoral and less trustworthy.
Extending upon this, some corporations
are also masters at shifting blame
through language; famously, the phrase
‘carbon footprint’ was manufactured
and shoved into our personal lexicon
by BP to shift personal responsibility
onto consumers. The knowledge of this
‘deceitful PR campaign,’ makes the
general public rightfully skeptical at best
of large corporations with historically
shady intentions.
Ultimately, I’d like to see a world
where we reject corporate jargon creeping
into our linguistic spheres and embrace
the full span of the English language to
communicate clearly and honestly. If
we allowed a larger span of phrases and
words into our corporate communications
employees wouldn’t have to sacrifice
their individuality to be heard and taken
seriously.

MARIESSA LAI
Investigating an exploitatitve system.

E

very year, competition to secure
internships at Australia’s top
companies runs high. Given the
limited opportunities that exist for paid
internships, out of desperation, many
students choose to undertake their
internship unpaid.
But are unpaid internships lawful?
According to the Fair Work Ombudsman,
unpaid internships are only lawful if they
are vocational placements that enhance
students’ studies by helping them
gain industry experience. Universities
often approve students to complete
unpaid work experience at a company,
hospital, school or other place of work,
for which the university will pay for the
student’s insurance. In this case, unpaid
internships are lawful, regardless of
whether an employment relationship
exists.
By comparison, unpaid internships
are illegal. For instance, if a student is
working at an accounting firm for three

days a week, preparing tax returns and
company financials, and the firm charges
its clients for the work performed, the
student should be paid.
The same goes for unpaid trials.
They’re lawful only if they are designed to
demonstrate the person’s skills relevant
for the position, such as one unpaid
“test” shift before hiring. Somebody
who is undertaking an unpaid trial must
also be under the direct supervision of
another employee for the duration of the
trial.
Despite these Fair Work regulations,
there are many employers out there who
are guilty of exploiting fresh graduates
through unpaid trials. For some students,
these trials go on for much longer
than one shift. This is especially so for
international students who aren’t sure of
their rights. Sometimes the unpaid trials
can go on for 3 months, or even 6 months.
For example, Sheila* applied for a
Marketing and Administration Assistant
position at a company. The manager
initially told her that since she had just
graduated and had no experience, they
would give her an initial three-month
unpaid trial, which would serve as her

probation period. If she performed well,
she would then be taken on as a paid
employee, and receive an annual salary
of $40,000 per year.
For the duration of her unpaid trial,
Sheila did her best by performing various
administration, social media, marketing,
and search engine optimisation tasks.
However, towards the end of the three
months, the manager told Sheila that her
performance did not meet expectations,
and she was fired with no pay and no
reference. Sheila was blindsided; she
thought her performance had been
diligent and up to standard. It was only
after talking to a friend and consulting
the Fair Work website that Sheila
realised she might have just been cheap
labour to the company, and that the
manager would do this again to another
unsuspecting student.
After Sheila realised that she should
have been paid, she contacted the
company again. The manager initially
offered to pay her through an ABN by
naming her as a contractor. However, by
engaging in an unpaid trial that should
have been paid, Sheila established that
she had an employment relationship with

the company. She decided to fight for her
rights by seeking help from the Fair Work
Commission, after which she was paid
the lawful amount. Thus, an individual
should understand that unpaid trials or
being classified as a contractor is illegal.
Another sly tactic used by many
unscrupulous employers is attempting
to hide or remove all evidence of the
employee working at the company,
when an employee confronts them for
payment. For example, after working
unpaid for a company for several months,
Bob* approached his employer. However,
the employer denied that he had worked
at the company, pretended not to know
him, and blocked his mobile number. Bob
is still waiting on payment until this day.
All unpaid trials that last more than
just a shift are illegal. Be sure to consult
the Fair Work Ombudsman’s guidelines,
or check with your university’s career
services to find out what your rights are.
*Name has been changed to protect
identity

Mobility Equality: Scooting around the edges
ELLA KENNEDY
What E-Scooters mean for the
chronically ill.

I

’m not embarrassed by the idea of
scooting as an adult anymore. I used
to watch teenage boys zip through
the backstreets of Glebe on their segways
with a sense of smug superiority.
Scooters are a mode of transport typically
relegated to young children galavanting
around neighbourhoods or commuting in
packs to school. And yet, in the Nation’s
Capital, teens, families, and business
people weave their way around the CBD.
Despite being illegal in New South
Wales, electric scooters are becoming
increasingly popular in Sydney. Riders
of these fast-paced-freedom machines
are advocating for their legalisation,
although their demands aren’t being
taken seriously. Earlier this year, the
NSW government scrapped plans for
an electric scooter trial in Sydney, with
Transport Minister Andrew Constance
claiming that he was “not in the mood”
to have e-scooters on Sydney streets,
suggesting instead that people “ride a
bike or walk.” A significant community,
however, has been left out of the
Transport Minister’s discussions; riders
with chronic health conditions.
As a person with a chronic illness
that affects my mobility, I haven’t been
able to enjoy simple exercise for more
than 6 years. Riding a bike or going for
leisurely walks has left me in fear of the
debilitating fatigue or the pain that often
follows.
In the gaps between Sydney
lockdowns, I made my way to Canberra,
as any good Art History student would,
for The Boticelli to Van Gogh exhibition.
E-scooters were everywhere. We rode
around Lake Burley Griffin, between old

and new Parliament House, and parked
outside the Portrait Gallery for a spot
of lunch. All of this without the pain
and fatigue I’d come to associate with
leisurely exercise.
I finally decided to purchase an
electric scooter of my own. Now, I can
explore my local area and get out into
nature, delighted by the energy that I can
conserve. I’ve watched the twilight slowly
blanket over the Anzac Bridge from the
busy shore of the Bicentennial Park, and

Many of us have experienced the joy of
scooting as children and have relished in
the exhilaration of riding down a big hill.
As a child, I was constantly riding around
on my red Razor push-scooter. I would
ride to my primary school, to swimming
lessons at Sydney Uni Sport & Fitness,
and to friend’s houses. I’d scoot around
the bygone Sydney Park kids bike track
and taunt ten-year-olds on Halloween,
trying to trick-or-treat as many houses
as possible. Even back then, many years

been enchanted by the diverse habitat of
Whites Creek, a quiet nature strip that
divides Annandale and Lilyfield.
Although e-scooters are fairly new,
their non-motorised predecessors are a
formative pastime for many Australians.

before I developed my chronic illness, the
push scooter proved itself very useful. It
got me places faster, it was fun, and it
felt like a protective bubble, shielding me
from the dangers of the outside world.
On my scooter I felt invincible.

Riding my e-scooter today, I don’t
feel all that different. The realities of my
condition, Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, which can
include extreme fatigue, cognitive
impairment/brain
fog,
nausea,
and muscle pain are often wrongly
interpreted as laziness or general apathy.
But now, with the help of the Segway
Ninebot Kickscooter E25 that I picked up
on special at Aldi, I can finally join my
parents on their bike rides around our
Inner-West home. The scooter, riding at
speeds of up to 25km/h tackles most of
the hills in my area with ease, (bar the
almost perpendicular ascent of Glebe’s
Wigram Road that even my seasoned bike
riding parents wouldn’t attempt).
At the moment, with COVID-19 cases
peaking, and the climate emergency
pending, the legalisation of electric
scooters should be a no-brainer — they’re
electric and don’t require any petrol, and
their uptake could see less congestion of
petrol-fuelled cars and motorbikes on our
inner-city roads. Electric scooters also
offer a safer alternative to commuting
on public transport during times of
high COVID-19 transmission. This is
particularly important for our vulnerable
chronically ill communities, who need to
be especially protected against infection.
Why then are some members of
the public and government officials
hesitant to have e-scooters on Sydney’s
streets? Some fear for the safety of
pedestrians and e-scooter riders, and
whilst this trepidation has some merit,
it’s the rampant popularity of (illegal)
e-scooter riding in NSW, without the
accompaniment of state legislation that
poses the greatest safety risk. If the
government were to legalise e-scooters,
with a cap on speed limits, and age
restrictions, many communities, and in
particular those who are chronically ill,
would rejoice.
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Once Upon a Stupol . . .
JULIETTE MARCHANT
ART BY SHANIA O’BRIEN
Not every Stupol story ends with a
happily ever after...

I

t was the best of times, it was the
worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of truth, it was the epoch
of lies, it was the season of Left, it was
the season of Right, they were going
direct to Heaven, they were going direct
the other way – in short, the period was
so far like the present period, that some
of its noisiest hacks insisted on its being
remembered, for good or for evil, in the
superlative degree of comparison only.
***

Pride and Preferences:
It is a truth universally acknowledged
that a campaign thirsty for a win must
develop preference deals. This was
becoming a growing reality for a group of
editor hopefuls who, fresh off an election
loss in 1997, were raring to edit in 1999.
With the taste of Honi glory on their
tongues, this group of creative friends
concocted a plan like no other, and so,
the Frankenstein’s monster of Honi
tickets was born.
“What better way is there to win an
election than to have representatives from
every faction on a single ticket?” thought
the enterprising crew. So they took to
the streets to find their ideal melting pot
of political opinions, identity groups,
and other campus niches. By the time
elections rolled around, the team known
as QuarkXPress for Honi (affectionately
named after the then-dominant lay-out
software) was almost impossibly diverse
and absurdly large. The now 16 person
ticket had members from the Labor Left,
Labor Right, the far left, the Women’s
Collective, college boys, debaters, revue
types, engineers, they even had a secret
weapon – someone that could speak
young Liberal.
The plan went off without a hitch! An
endorsement from almost every ticket on
campus was claimed, and over 80% of the
vote was won. But the real battle started
in the SRC dungeons, as 16 people with
opposing styles and tastes were forced to
actually produce a newspaper together.
The team splintered, only four editors
worked on an edition at a time, and by
the second semester, a few threw in the
towel. A ten person limit was imposed on
future teams running for Honi, and no
Stupol ticket since has ever looked quite
so diverse.
The popular saying goes ‘keep your
friends close, but your enemies closer.’
I fear that the sage who proposed this
fine idea had never spent a night in the
windowless confines of the SRC …
***

The Campaigner’s Guide to
Props:
Far out in the uncharted backwaters
of the unfashionable end of Eastern

Avenue lies a graveyard of unregarded
Stupol props. The top commodity of the
pre-internet era — if you didn’t have an
exuberant visual spectacle, you pretty
much didn’t have a campaign.
Whilst chalk, flyers, and posters were
all respectable shows of Stupol savvy,
1999’s QuarkXPress for Honi had a
more enterprising vision. Gone were
the days of socialists pasting over your
witty campaign posters! These humble
visionaries (or perhaps misguided fools,
the findings are inconclusive) used a
ladder to erect giant wooden billboards
atop the existing four-sided notice
boards near Fisher Library. Whilst an
undeniable safety hazard, the boards
remained intact for the election period,
and did not bear an advertisement for
any other organisation or event. I wish
anyone attempting such a feat in these
modern times luck — your boards may be
strong, but Safe Work NSW are stronger!
Even still, 2013’s Jam for Honi proved
that the internet is no match for the
beloved prop! They decided to commit to
creating outlandish objects that could be
displayed on Eastern Avenue. The only
criteria? The item had to be somehow
connected to the colour red. Reverse
Garbage was a hot spot for prop finds,
as the team came home with a map of
Queensland (that was later painted red)
and a giant cake (a jam cake, of course).
The latter was the real showpiece, with
those strolling down Eastern Avenue
encouraged to take a photo with the
cake and a sign that read “I took a photo
with the Jam Cake and survived!” But all
good things must come to an end … One
fateful morning, the Jam team awoke to
the confronting image of their beloved
cake in fragments at the bottom of the
New Law stairs. A bandit had struck in
the middle of the night, destroying their
prized possession! I guess this is why we
can’t have nice things …
No one was harmed in the building of the
billboards, nor in the crushing of the cake
… But the frantic atmosphere of Stupol
is not always so kind. Many a time, it has
not been a prop being pushed down the
stairs, but a candidate. The Jane Foss
Russell stairs have seen many a twisted
ankle, broken bone, and scraped knee.
In the frenzy of it all, remember to push
cakes, not people.
***

The Great Campaign Spruiker:
In my younger and more vulnerable
years, an older and wiser student gave me
some advice that I’ve been turning over
in my mind ever since. Never let yourself
be won over by a campaign spruiker.
We’ve all met at least one. Perhaps we
even pretended to listen to them, as they
gallivanted into our first-year lectures,
waving flyers above their heads like a
flag. Most have posters, some even have
slides, all have a degree of confidence
that is unrivalled.
But there was one lecture spruiker –
the People’s Spruiker, if you will – who
holds a firm place in the hearts of many.
Lurking in the lecture halls of 2010, this
individual could be found playing Tetris
on the screens until they were booed out
by the peanut-crunching crowd for their
pitiful performance and underwhelming

scores …
Little is known about this eclectic
individual. It is even unclear precisely
what campaign they were spruiking for,
as their performance art was entirely
non-verbal. But perhaps the humble
spruiker of the future ought to abandon
their shouts for support and become one
with the student body.
Why sound battle cries when you could
play Tetris in solidarity?
***

The Years Of Magical
Promising:
Promises change fast. Promises change
in an instant. You rock up to vote and
life as you know it ends. But there are
some election promises that, although
undoubtedly broken, remain lodged in
the public consciousness.
To do justice to one of these promises,
you must cast your mind back to the
time before lecture recordings — when
students had to trudge into physical
lecture theatres, actively listen, and
take notes out of fear of missing out on
a crumb of knowledge. One young USU
candidate was an ideas man, hell bent
on shooting USyd students into the
future with his election slogan, “This is
the man who will bring you universal
lecture recording.” ‘How could one get
their hands on a lecture recording before
the days of Canvas?’ I hear you cry. The
answer: from a man in a dark trench
coat, who bore cassette tapes of all
your favourite lectures. Listening to the
cassette of a torts lecture on the drive in
to Uni? I could think of nothing better!
But the unhinged election promises don’t
stop here! There are always students with
an eye for efficiency, and an ear for a
slogan hiding around campus. One such
student saw the poetry in Lenin’s season
greeting, adopting the campaign slogan
“Peace, Land, Bread” — to endorse what
is not entirely clear … Another was tired
of walking from Bosch to Merewether,
and maintained that the only solution
was a campus rickshaw service. If you’ve
thought of an idea, no matter how insane,
it’s likely that someone probably built an
entire campaign around that very thing
in a year gone by.
We look at Federal election slogans
and chuckle at the absurdity of the
prose. But it all started somewhere, and
the likelihood is, that somewhere was
Eastern Avenue.
***

One Angry Board:
The USU Vice-President was a young
man with big dreams, who was impressed
by the authority he had and handled
himself quite formally. But such formality
appeared to have broken down when
the powerful young man was plunged
into scandal — leaking confidential
documents to the humble Honi Soit
editors about the presence of police on
campus.
Whilst it sounds like this tale could
have been ripped from the storybooks
of 2020, the scene must be set almost a
decade before that. A major staff strike
was taking place, and picket fences

***

The Curious Incident of the
RepsElect in the Night-time:

surrounded campus, preventing students
and staff from entering. Police appeared
in droves and brutality ran rampant —
one observer even detailed a scene where
two police officers arrested a student,
held them down, and kicked the back of
their head against the road.
And so enters the noble knight of the
USU, armed with documents suggesting
that the police had collaborated with
the University in response to the strikes.
Hero of the hour, they were named and
celebrated in the pages of Honi Soit.
But such glory did not come lightly to
this young Assange… Having breached
internal secrecy rules, the USU proposed
disciplinary action, with rumours of an
expulsion on the cards.
What followed was nothing short of a
spectacle. $50,000 in legal fees, a trip to
the Supreme Court and many years later,
the knight atop his steed had lost every
legal fight possible. The decision was
now in the hands of the mighty Board…
After all the drama, the young man was
never kicked off the Board. But rumour
has it that the USU were in steady pursuit
of the steep legal fees that the lauded
knight had cost them for many years
after… Whether a penny was ever paid
to the Board for the trouble remains
unknown…
Murder in the first degree—premeditated
homicide—is the most serious charge in
our criminal courts. But in the court of
Stupol opinion, betrayal holds a much
graver sentence…
***

The Wolf of Eastern Ave:
The insanity had quickly taken hold,
and by the spring of ’13, there was this
eerie feeling on Eastern Avenue that
aspiring lawyers thought they were
starring in one of those reality TV shows,
before they were even elected. The
Law Society Elections, despite being of
little consequence, were absurdly hotly
contested, and it appeared that the $750
campaign budget wasn’t enough for one
team of big spenders.
An apology appeared on Facebook
from the team’s prospective treasurer,
saying that they had breached the cap by
getting some ‘mates’ rates on printing.
The reality was much more sinister.
Sydney’s own Frank Abagnale had been
caught doctoring receipts on InDesign to
convince the electoral officer that their
spending had been well within the limit.
Disqualification ensued.
It appears that this was not enough to
deter the young tycoon! A year later, The
Wolf strikes again, running for the USU,
only to be disqualified for once again
breaching the election rules.
But, as they say, third time’s a charm!
Not even a decade had passed before
our favourite deep-pocketed bandit
struck again. But the playing ground
was suddenly much larger than the Law
Society, or even the USU — this time, it
was a real estate venture. The company
entered administration with debts of
$3.6 million. But most cutting of all,
the company had been referred to ASIC
for possible legal breaches, including
falsification of accounts…
I guess old habits really do die hard…
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It was late in the night at a RepsElect
that should have finished many hours
before. The year was 2015, a fuse box was
tampered with, lights were turned off and
a phone was thrown in the bin, all in the
name of disrupting a crucial vote. The
police were called to the scene, and the
entire event became a public spectacle —
reported on in the Sydney Morning Herald.
Three years later, RepsElect made the
news once more, but this time, the police
were replaced by the fire brigade, who
were called to the meeting after someone
had triggered the fire sprinklers to go off,
with suspicions arising that this was once
again a ploy to distract participants at
the time of a crucial vote. Water began to
flood the hallway opposite the Refectory,
and artefacts from the Nicholson Museum
were in danger of water damage. The
RepsElect meeting was cancelled and
rescheduled. Another win for Stupol
efficiency!
But it appears that Stupol has something
of a track record of releasing substances
during important meetings. During a
1970 meeting of the SRC, a can of tear
gas was rolled across the floor of the
poorly ventilated Gosper room, leaving
many of the 50 meeting participants with
breathing problems, nausea, temporary
blindness and irreparable lung and heart
issues.
What they fail to teach you at school is
that the whole business of being human
just gets messier and more complicated

as you get older. But even this realisation
neglects to mention that Stupol is
perhaps the most messy, complicated and
dangerous beast of them all.
***

The Secret Stories:
Questions about USU funding were
brewing, and some questionable articles
on the subject had been sent to print
several hours before the editors came to
understand the gravity of the situation.
The budding little Woodwards and
Bernsteins, hunkered down in the SRC
dungeon, had managed to slide the
articles past the SRC lawyers, only to find
themselves in a tense meeting with the
USU board of directors.
4000 editions of Honi, fresh off the press
and piled high in the SRC offices, were
awaiting distribution. But not before the
USU lawyers had their say! Before any
paper hit the stands, a page had to be
stripped and shredded from every copy by
the editors that had facilitated the debacle
in the first place.
The process of redaction following print
has become something of a rite of passage
for editors at this illustrious student rag!
Perhaps the most famous case was that of
2013’s ‘Vagina Soit’, where editors were
forced to guillotine off the cover of the
edition, which featured 18 vulvas. Lawyers
later concluded that the papers could be
circulated with the original covers, so
long as they were sealed in plastic bags,
rated 18+, and collected directly from the
SRC offices. Many a student discovered
the location of the hallowed hole hidden

beneath Jane Foss Russell that week.
Funny as it is to recall drunken nights in
the office with a shredder, or a feminist
moment misconceived by members of
authority, not every secret story is as
jovial. Hidden behind the lines of print, or
left in a compost heap to rot away from
prying eyes, are stories that people don’t
want to tell.
Stupol is a minefield — one step in the
wrong direction and things blow up.
Some are just lucky enough to avoid the
shrapnel wounds.
***

The Paper in the Pond:
The sun had just risen, but on every
display, there was no sign of Honi on
that fateful day. A mystery surfaced, and
suspicion did grow, 4000 copies, where did
they all go?
A scathing overview of candidates
was set to be published in the lead-up
to the USU elections, and suspicions
had arisen that a rather geeky, but
notoriously Machiavellian young Liberal
was not happy about how they had been
portrayed… But just as everyone was
raring to collect the latest edition of Honi
Soit, not a single copy could be found. The
publications officers had confirmed that
it had been circulated. The crowds were
stunned – Honi was popular, but surely
not THAT popular!
Later that day, the people had their
answer — all the Main Campus copies had
been collected, presumably by someone
driving their car around at dawn, and
dumped in the Victoria Park pond. The

Honi team rushed down to the park to
investigate, only to find groundskeepers
fishing sodden copies of Honi out of the
water with a large net. This sinister image,
mirroring an iconic scene from the film
Blue Murder, became not only an iconic
Honi Soit cover in 1999, but also a staple
in the USyd canon of tales.
Despite their monumental efforts
to change the election narrative, the
supposed mastermind of the pond
dumping only won a smattering of votes
in the low double digits. Their reputation
was not cleaned by the baptismal font of
Victoria Park pond. But at least no fish are
believed to have perished in this wanton
act of environmental terrorism.
***

The End of the Tale:
Since I knew of Stupol, I have been
troubled by a remorse that I thought would
never reproach me again, and have heard
whispers from old voices impelling me
upward, that I thought were silent forever.
I have had unformed ideas of striving
afresh, beginning anew, shaking off the
legacy of gag orders and spitefulness. A
dream, all a dream, that ends in nothing,
and leaves the sleeper where he lay down.
But I wish you to know that you inspired
it, and that this dream, for many, is more
often a nightmare.
***
These tales are adapted versions of real
stories sent in by and discussed with Anna
Boucher, Max Chalmers, James Colley,
Avani Dias, Dominic Knight, Michael Koziol,
Hannah Ryan, and David Smith.
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A hill I’d
(happily)
die on
VIVIENNE GUO
ART BY SONYA THAI

Memories of Rooty Hill.

T

here is a Hill in Western Sydney.
From its foot it looks deceptively
small, but as you begin the climb,
the illusion falls away. The Hill sits at
around 70 metres above sea level and
towers over everything else in the area,
though you might not spot it from the
roads around it; the Hill is ringed by
native bushland, watched over by silent
eucalypt guardians that shield the peak
from prying eyes.
We’re coming off the coattails of
winter now and the sun still sets early,
setting skirts of orange light upon the
tufted hillside. Sunset is the best time to
visit the Hill, and timing is everything;
as the sun sinks into the honeyed sky,
the world turns to liquid gold for about
30 minutes. Against the uninterrupted
blue canvas, a flight of magenta, lilac
and orange reminds you that the world
is a little bit more than deadlines,
productivity and monotony.
I am a child raised by the West. It
makes me sad that Western Sydney is
largely considered by residents of more
affluent neighbourhoods to be an ugly
place. Classism shrouds a great deal
of the public perception of Western
Sydney. It’s true that for the most part,
the sprawl of the West in all its working
class suburbia is a far cry from the leafy
homes and manicured lawns that are so
typical in more affluent suburbs. But it’s
also a nexus of different communities:
immigrants, First Nations people,
working-class people. There is a lot of
beauty to the hum of community and
quiet struggles shared. Never have I
been so struck by this feeling than when
I stand at the top of the Hill, when the
trees fall away and I’m left with the
great panoramic expanse of the world.
Wikipedia tells me that the Hill is actually
a site for a “significant stone artefact
scatter relating to pre-contact Aboriginal
use,” and has been used by the Dharug
people as a significant meeting place. It’s
upsetting to find out that the ‘property’ is
owned by the Presbyterian Church (NSW)
Property Trust.
For my friends and I, the place is
simply called “the Hill”. “The Hill”,
because it has become for us a unique
and precious haven, the place of coming
together, refuge and peace, and so needs
no further description.
I first came upon the Hill when I was
in high school. During a particularly

uneventful study period, zealously
emboldened by the glimpse of freedom
afforded by a car and a person who could
drive it, a couple of us snuck out for a
drive and ended up in (what I thought
was the middle of nowhere but turned
out to be) Rooty Hill, just a ways behind
where the new Eastern Creek Quarter
Shopping Centre now stands.
The Hill is just a turn off the Great
Western Highway, which (I have found) is
a pleasant drive in itself; if you’re driving
west, you can see the Blue Mountains in
the distance. To find the Hill, you have
to turn onto a dusty unassuming road
riddled with old potholes. Upon first
glance, the road doesn’t seem to lead
anywhere, but if you head a bit further
down the beaten track, there is another
narrow turnoff marked by a low metal
gate. Follow that road, bumpy and
serpentine as it may be, and if you’re
lucky, the second metal gate won’t be
locked, and you can drive all the way to
the top of the Hill. If Wikipedia is to be
believed, this hill is one of the highest
points between Parramatta, Penrith and
the Blue Mountains.
I forgot about the Hill for a long
time, until Sydney’s lockdown last
year, when the feelings of isolation
and a world suspended in time stirred
wistful memories. I scoured Google
Maps, drawing on fuzzy memories of
twisting roads and highways, to find a
deceptively obscure place titled “Rooty
Hill historical site”. I have a photo of
a friend taken on this day, taken as
we’re both rolling around on the grass
laughing, where you can see nothing but
the grass, the person, and the open sky.
The panoramic giddiness of standing at
the top of the world is unparalleled (but
best experienced, in my opinion, while
listening to Seventeen by Sharon von
Etton and dancing with your mum).
Dear reader, I am offering you my
memories of this Hill and in so doing
entrust you with a part of the history
of this place. It has become my happy
place; I think of it warmly, and perhaps
a little jealously consider keeping it to
myself. But the Hill is a place best shared,
and it would bring me a smile to think
that someone else might visit the Hill
and make it part of their lives as well,
a shared Mount Olympus from which
we might observe the world below and
the boundless skies above. It would be
pretty cool too, I think, if a visit to the
Hill helped us remember that the sky
is big and beautiful and blue, and that
landscapes that are ill-fitting in the
manicured affluence and terraformed
greenscapes of the North Shore are
lovelier than people give them credit for.

Into the garden maze
SHANIA O’BRIEN
Musings on mazes and monsters.

L

ike most of my articles, this one
began with a dream. Alice and
I were tasked with running a
marathon through a hedge maze, the
light at the end of the tunnel being a
football match at Redfern Station. Deep
emerald shrubs turned to dull concrete
as we raced through, and the distant
sounds of steam locomotive whistles
echoed against the maze’s walls. I do
not remember how we got out, or if we
ever did, but I awoke longing for the
labyrinth.
I visited the Neild Avenue Maze in
Paddington on a Friday. The overcast
sky still whispered of the wet weather
from the week prior, but my adventure
could not be rained upon — literally or
otherwise. Spring air weighed on us as
we trekked through Glenview Lane, Sam
stopping at every bloom of flowers to
photograph them.
According to my sources, a vast
undercover network of experts I met
during my travels, the maze was planted
in the mid-1980s on land that had once
belonged to the houses behind them,
5 and 7 Stephen Street. In 1912, the
owners of 5 Stephen Street sold the
maze section of their property to the
owners of 7 Stephen St, John and Elsa
Bolsdon. Fifty-three years later, their
son sold the maze to the Council of the
City of Sydney, who intended to turn it
into a rest area and playground. But the
park was transferred from the City of
Sydney Council to Woollahra Council in
approximately 1968 when administrative
boundaries were changed.
The maze itself is quaint, composed
of concentric circles with vines clinging

to the bordering walls. A plane tree
towers over most of it, the shade from
the leaves creating patterns on the
sun-dappled ground. The hedges are
knee-high, a far cry from the monstrous
counterpart my dreams conjured.
“Let’s race to the centre,” Sam said
soon after we got there, his mind already
buzzing with thoughts of plotting the
perfect route — only to backtrack after
I beat him there, instead pondering
whether the middle of a maze was even
a worthwhile destination.
My dream came back to me when I
wandered through the hedges of Neild
Avenue, its multiple paths evoking
the great mazes of literature and
mythology. Traditionally, the definition
of a ‘labyrinth’ called for a maze with no
dead ends. But this unicursal path, which
appeared on Greek coins circa 430 BC,
does not make logical sense considering
the purpose of its creation: the myth
of the Minotaur, an Ancient Greek
monster imprisoned inside Daedalus’
Labyrinth under the island of Crete for
its appetite for human flesh. However,
that image persisted invariably until the
Renaissance, when hedge mazes rose in
popularity.
Symbolically,
mazes
represent
everything from the intense yearning
to escape the thicket of tradition,
to the path to enlightenment. Most
prevalently,
prehistoric
labyrinths
have served as traps for malevolent
monsters and malefic spirits. But many
Roman labyrinths are designed into
the entrances of buildings, suggesting
apotropaic purposes. On the flip side,
American art historian Carl Schuster
believed mazes were a haven for a
trickster — citing the Indian demon
Ravana’s dominion over labyrinths
and the European notion that mazes
housed rogues. On the brighter side,
however, author Ben Radford conducted

an investigation into the spiritual
and healing effects of labyrinths,
interrogating why so many of them
have been constructed in churches
and hospitals. The primary reason was
seemingly contemplation, as walking
among the turnings is said to quiet
the mind and release the brain from
thoughts of the outer world.
In her 2020 novel Piranesi, Susanna
Clarke explores the impossible space
of a labyrinth. The protagonist is an
amnesiac man who is lost in an immense
house with countless rooms, most of
which are comprised of nonsensical
materials like wind and clouds. Apart
from being an exercise in how many
classic influences I could recognise, the
process of losing and finding oneself
is at the heart of the narrative. Clarke
uses the metaphor of the labyrinth
to ask what we’ve lost on our quest to
rationality, heavily drawing on Jorge
Luis Borges’ 1947 short story La casa de
Asterión. Asterion was created from the
Cretan Minotaur, the story exploring the
nature of madness and the monotony of
the creature’s life inside the Labyrinth.
“All the parts of my house are repeated
many times, any place is another place,”
Asterion muses, “the house is the same
size as the world; or rather, it is the
world.”
Both stories contain paths that fork
and eventually lead nowhere. In an
interview with The Guardian, Clarke
likened the spirals of a labyrinth to
the process of writing: “You start with
an image or the fragment of a story,
something that feels like it has very
deep roots into the unconscious, like it is
going to connect up with a lot of things.”
I have found the practice of authorship
to be riddled with tangles that often
mesh together, usually only to create
a knot that refuses to unravel. There
are times when I wish I could follow

Ariadne’s thread all the way to the end,
the incandescent red lighting the path.
I believe mazes are intrinsic quests
for meaning. A double-edged sword
that is home to both pattern and chaos,
order and terror. From a bird’s eye view,
the answer is simple, the path clear.
Perhaps there is solace to be found
in the phenomenon being man-made
and not naturally occurring. But once
you’re inside, it is not uncommon to
be driven mad by fear, the seemingly
endless passageways blending together
in a bewildering blur. Ancient labyrinths
were symbols of losing your way, and
sometimes even losing your identity.
Today, there isn’t as much defeat tied
into that particular circumstance, as it
might mean the possibility of beginning
anew, a once-tarnished slate wiped
clean.
There are two iron doors on the left
wall of the hedges in Neild Avenue, the
shape of a maze chiselled onto them.
I sat and stared at them for as long as
it took to make sense of the pattern,
only to find a different answer than
the one I was looking for. There isn’t
always order to fall back upon, no
motifs to emerge from the intricacies of
repetition. Labyrinths are structures we
are surrounded by, ones we cannot help
but enter.
I am back in my dream as I write this,
inside the labyrinth. Alice is not here
this time, and I do not hear the trains
in the back. As much as I want to force
cohesive design onto my surroundings,
I cannot when I am blind to the bigger
picture. So until then, I will spin thread
and create stories out of the disarray, I
will build structures tall enough to climb
and sit atop. There is always meaning to
be created, to be excavated. Now I trudge
on in search of its centre, with tentative
hope that someone will meet me there
and we’ll find red string to follow out.
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Post-poetica
ELLA AVNI
On poetry in the digital age.

A

s an individual born into the
online world, I have actively
tried to become less online —
by writing on paper, reading on paper,
setting screen time limits. But once
COVID hit, I seemed to abandon these
efforts and adapt to the new medium
of life within my screens. Reading
poetry online subverts the romance
we typically imagine (a group of poets
sitting in a dark room, knocked out on
opiates, writing on yellowed paper with
a feather quill). It has created both a
space and medium for poetry which
poetica has never anticipated.
At times, I do feel nostalgic for that
intoxicating time of Romantic poetry
which I never personally experienced.
Take, for example, Emily Dickinson,
whose poetry existed on scraps of paper
never intended for the public. Reading
her work is an intimate experience, one
which can’t be replicated by poetry.com.
Ink marked envelopes, wrappers, letters.
Her words transcended the page, given
nuance by her scratchy, “fossil bird
track” handwriting. Romantic poetry
existed for its own sake, as a thing of
beauty and art only within the physical
realm for the enjoyment of oneself and
their beloved. Irish poet Eeavan Boland
states that “we aren’t supposed to write
poems, we are supposed to be in them.”

Coffee across cultures
It is believed that Dickinson refused
publication of her work as it would
inherently standardise the artform. Her
poetry was more than just words — it was
both a literary and aesthetic artwork.
This is still despite the fact that
Romantic poetry’s patriarchal ideals
would most definitely not accept me, a
woman of colour, with loving arms. It
is well known that poetry and writing
is an inherently patriarchal artform,
with writers being overshadowed and
silenced by their male counterparts
(see Percy Shelley’s ruthless ‘editing’ of
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, and even
attempting to publish the book under
his own name). Poetry by women is seen
as a subgenre of the form, where even
within contemporary society, womens’
poetry anthologies are still published —
I have yet to see an anthology of male
poets.
It’s true that the same patriarchal
values which the form was born of are
still evident in contemporary works.
However, the accessibility of the internet
has increased the potential for women’s
poetry to be shared and welcomed by
poetic communities. Yasmine Lewis
of Bankstown Poetry Slam comments
that the internet has “forced a lot of
traditional print publishers to actually
print important voices that have been
raised online.”
Akin to the birth of poetica, online
poets are participating in an everchanging form that is moulding itself
to the world around it. Lewis writes that
social media has facilitated the sharing

“Ink marked envelopes, wrappers, letters.
Her words transcended the page, given
nuance by her scratchy, ‘fossil bird track’
handwriting.”
of poetry due to its “short art form and
quickly consumable content.” In Lewis’
opinion, “it has also allowed writers to
publish their work and receive exposure
that they may have otherwise been
denied by traditional gatekeepers.”
Although kitschy, new poetic forms have
been birthed from the internet, with
provocative “Flarf poetry” and “Alt Lit”
becoming products of a new generation
of poetica, and eulogising the end of the
once-traditionalist nature of the poetic
community.
Kenneth Goldsmith of the New
Yorker writes that “for these artists,
unlike those of previous generations,
the web is just another medium, like
painting or sculpture”; a medium
which, by abandoning the traditional
physicality of poetry, allows for
the malleability of form. Although
(extremely) avant garde, Flarf poetry
examines this shift, abandoning form,
rhyme, and any apparent meaning in
lines such as “big birds make big doo!”.
Harry Burke’s poetry anthology I Love

Roses When They’re Past Their Best
epitomises this idea. The web has not
created a rupture in poetica, but rather
a “reworking”; the poetry of now is a
“careful and important negotiation
with what has gone before”. Although
reading Flarf can seem less like a
negotiation and more akin to a powerful
slap to the face of traditional poetry, it’s
these giant leaps towards change which
have allowed for poetry to become an
accessible and internationally-seen
medium, rather than for only the eyes of
the poet and their fellow poets.
In our current existence on the
internet, grand opportunities have
opened for young poets such as us at
USyd; online writing competitions,
online open mics set us apart from
the opiate fuelled words of the
Romantics and the seeming nonsense
of Flarf poetry. Art is born from lived
experience, and it is up to us to continue
the progression of poetica and ensure its
continuance within times of struggle.

Why can’t we be vulnerable without humour?
PEI TAN
On Australia’s stoicism and mental
health.

W

hen RUOK Day was introduced,
most people saw it as
unnecessary and pointless.
It’s not hard to understand why — in a
country where one of our most common
idioms is “she’ll be right,” our approach
to less than satisfactory situations is
to simply brush it off. And while this
works some of the time, it falls short as a
solution to those struggling with mental
illness or grief — not to mention those
in precarious financial and employment
situations, who lack access to mental
healthcare, housing and social support.
When opening up about emotional
turmoil, our first instinct as Australians
is typically to make a joke about it
to ‘lighten up’ the mood. Sammy
Gill, a Melbourne-based comedian,
notes that Australians are known for
“mocking their problems.” According
to Gill, Australians developed a strong
undercurrent of black comedy “during
the formation of modern Australian
culture with successive droughts,
wildfires and hurricanes, prompting [us]
to resort to humour to deal with times
of stress.”
A key example of an effective way
that Australians use humour to lean
into our vulnerability is the ABC docu-
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series You Can’t Ask That, in which every
episode asks people who have faced
the same issues “questions you’d never
ask in person.” Importantly, it gives
interviewees permission to be truthful
without fear of judgment or stigma,
partly due to the removal of a watchful
audience, creating some darkly comedic
and memorable moments.
You often see interviewees approach
the first question with nervousness and
insecurity. But that is quickly offset by
the humour of unorthodox questions
which put interviewees at ease before
opening up about negative experiences.
In the episode featuring ice users,
questions such as “what does it feel like
having sex on ice?” release the tension
in the room, allowing interviewees
to open up in subsequent questions,
revealing traumatic experiences such
as being charged with grievous bodily
harm and affray as a result of “ice rage.”
Our tendency to find humour in
painful experiences isn’t just a tactic
to reduce tension. It’s also a result of
Australia’s easy going, ‘can do’ attitude,
which, when taken too far, hinders our
ability to tackle serious conversations
about personal issues. In Australian
culture, as the SBS Cultural Atlas notes,
people who “exert themselves a lot (in
their eagerness, impatience, stress,
etc.)” can be seen as exasperating.
While our carefree attitude helps
us brush off everyday nuisances, this
“cultural aversion from complaining,

worrying too much, reflecting on
mistakes and dwelling on the past”
detracts us from opening up or reaching
out when we are having a hard time.
Being humorous and able to ‘laugh
off’ problems is a hallmark of Australian
culture, and we are often trained to
show a cheery, easy-going disposition in
reward for increased social capital and a
sense of belonging. The Aussie nature of
lighthearted conversation is a key part
of how we interact, from friendly chatter
at your local coffee shop to building
important connections in a business
setting. At school, we are socialised
to build social capital by being able to
banter and not take things too seriously,
and this attitude continues in the
workplace.
The presence of dark humour is
strikingly obvious in Australian society,
but it has also become a hallmark of
Western Gen Z humour. It is now more
common than ever to turn to comedy
in times of despair, something that has
become even more apparent as a result
of COVID-19 and the climate crisis. For
Australians and younger generations,
it’s become a force of habit, an antidote
to an awkward or sombre situation. After
all, isn’t laughter the best medicine?
And yet, as Hannah Gadsby explores
in her ‘comedy’ special Nanette, there’s a
dark side to this humour as well. Falling
back on jokes as a way of recounting
more vulnerable moments in our lives
poses a problem, as it creates a tendency

to “freeze an … experience at its trauma
point” and “seal it off into jokes.” As
Gadsby notes, “Punchlines need trauma,
because punchlines need tension, and
tension feeds trauma.”
As a result, comedy almost
commodifies trauma for content — it
takes a relatable sufferance and allows
us to laugh about it. But there’s a limit
to this laughter. While humour plays
an important role in easing grief and
breaking the ice to talk about serious
issues, these benefits become purely
short-term if we don’t allow ourselves to
reflect on and process past experiences,
rather than continuing to use humour as
our sole coping mechanism for trauma.
Our tendency to pick and choose
parts of stories we tell — to focus
on finding the humour in our past
experiences — detracts us from
processing and accepting the things
that aren’t so funny. It’s okay to open
up about how something has deeply
affected us without making a joke out
of it, and we should work on making
government support and mental health
services more accessible when we do.
RUOK Day ultimately fails because
it doesn’t consider these facets of
Australian society. How likely is it for
us Australians to respond honestly to
the question, “Are you okay?” And even
when we do, how easy is it for us to
access a solution to our problems?

RYAN LUNG
An express-o tour of international
coffee culture.

D

irt, Mud, Tar, Morning Joe.
Despite
these
quotidian
nicknames, the preparation of
our favourite morning drink is a magical
experience. In its gritty, undiluted form,
coffee is a vortex as black as the sunless
early morning sky. But when it collides
with milk, a plume of liquid light billows
in the bottom of the cup in a Big Bang.
Primordial froth collects at the top,
oozing and bubbling until it settles into
a delectable fluffy cloud.
Few drinks can claim to have its own
creation myth, and none have a history as
vivid and multicultural. According to an
old Ethiopian legend, a shepherd named
Kaldi discovered coffee after he noticed
that his goats became jumpy and jittery
after eating the berries of a mysterious
tree growing on the mountainside.
After trying the berries himself, he was

different accent and a different sense
of humour. But I soon discovered that
Australians love coffee – and they knew
how to brew a serious cup. Two chairs
and a small rickety table on the sidewalk
would bridge the chasm between two
very different cultures. The lingo was
different (flat white, long black, “let’s get
a coffee” instead of “let’s get coffee”),
but at least it was an icebreaker.
My transition from school to
university was a lot less daunting,
despite the sea of white tents that
covered the Front Lawn during O-Week.
Following my instincts, I gravitated
towards the different political clubs.
The coffee meetups that followed
allowed other students to explain
to me the alphabet soup of club and
society acronyms and how to correctly
pronounce Honi Soit. Not knowing the
first thing about university life or the
people I was talking to, coffee provided
an excuse to spend time with a stranger,
to exchange pleasantries and to bond
with people.
Yet, the history of coffee in
Australia is more about social division

“In its gritty, undiluted form, coffee is
a vortex as black as the sunless early
morning sky. But when it collides with milk,
a plume of liquid billows in the bottom of
the cup in a Big Bang.”
overcome with inspiration, feeling an
irresistible compulsion to dance, sing
and write poetry. From then on, coffee
spread across the world as cafés sprung
up from the Ottoman Empire to Europe,
becoming a symbol of friendship and
sociability.
For me, coffee has always been a
way to meet new people and renew
connections – the one constant in
my peripatetic life. When I moved
from America to Australia in 2015, I
encountered an entirely new culture
and continent. I found that I didn’t have
much in common with people. I had a

than sociability. It is an integral part
of the story of sectarianism and antiimmigration sentiment. The drink as we
know it was first brought to Australia by
enterprising migrants from Italy after
the Second World War but was given a
cold reception. It seems surprising to
us today, but Italian cuisine was seen
as something that sullied the AngloCeltic character of the country postcolonisation, which Prime Minister
Robert Menzies labelled “British… to
the boot heels”. In the 1960s, apart from
the Italian community, only bohemians
and teenagers were willing to frequent
migrant-run cafés. Whether you drank

coffee or tea signalled whether you
were an insider or outsider. It was only
until the 1980s that coffee became
mainstream, spurred along by inner-city
gentrification, leading to the emergence
of the uniquely Australian flat-white
and a slightly pretentious coffee culture.
Vietnamese cuisine, with its
signature drink being its iced coffee,
shared a similar struggle in being
accepted by broader Australian society.
Part of the reason is that foreign food
was seen as something destabilising
rather than enriching to Australia’s
traditions and heritage. In the 1980s,
refugees driven out of their homeland
by the Vietnam War set up restaurants in
working-class suburbs like Cabramatta
and Canley Vale in Sydney and Richmond
and Footscray in Melbourne. Just like
Italian cafés, Vietnamese restaurants
were initially only frequented by people
inside the migrant community. It’s a
testament to how eating and cooking is
an inherently social activity that evokes
a sense of comfort and familiarity – think
of your favourite foods or grandparents’
recipes.
Vietnamese iced coffee, made from
drip-filtered French-style dark roast,
condensed milk, and plenty of ice cubes,

exemplifies how cultural exchange
occurs in a colonial context. French
settlers, wanting to replicate the culinary
comforts of home, planted coffee on
a mass scale in the country’s central
highlands. There was only one problem
– as milk was not widely consumed in
Vietnam, it had to be transported by ship
in a non-perishable form, which is why
the Vietnamese use condensed milk.
The later addition of ice cubes made the
beverage more appropriate for the hot
and humid climate. Despite its French
origins, Vietnam has appropriated the
drink and coffee culture as its own, reexporting it around the world wherever
the Vietnamese diaspora exists.
Coffee introduces you to new people
and cultures in the same way that your
much more sociable friend at a party
brings you into conversations that you
would otherwise not have the courage to
enter. I can still drink coffee in isolation,
but with campus shut and my usual
venues closed, I’m struggling to get
more involved in university life.
An old Turkish saying captures our
predicament:
“The heart wants neither coffee nor
coffee houses. The heart wants a friend.
Coffee is only the excuse.”

When the music’s over turn out the lights
CHLOE JADE SINGLETON
Remembering the humble house party
in COVID.

A

s someone who suffers from social
anxiety, I didn’t think I’d miss
house parties as much as I do.
Arriving was always the most difficult
part. Being seen and noticed made me
want to cower inside myself and hide.
Nervous energy would race around my
body like electricity, my palms trembling
as breathing got harder every second.
Once, I sat at a bus stop across the street
from a party for half an hour before I

could muster up enough courage to walk
in..
Those parties felt like another world
to me. A different plane of existence.
I rarely got drunk enough to cause
a scene, and casual hookup culture
definitely wasn’t for me, but I still
managed to blend into the chilled-out
scene. Depending on the occasion, I’d
either attempt todress up or chuck on an
outfit that made me feel like more of a
badass.
We’re coming up to three months of
lockdown, and the humble houseparty
is still out of sight. I’ve been feeling
increasingly drained and despondent, and
I’ve been uncharacteristically longing for
a time where a house filled with people,

music, and generally good vibes allowed
me to forget all the troubles of the world
outside. As introverted as I am, it felt nice
to feel like I was a part of something.
The interactions I’ve had in the
crowded, narrow rooms and corridors
of house parties couldn’t be replicated
anywhere else on earth. Boozy, late-night
conversation about urban infrastructure
with ABBA’s Dancing Queen blasting
through the speakers; consoling a crying
friend in a stranger’s bathroom, trusting
that neither of us would speak of the
conversation again. I’ve been reminiscing
about all these moments with a sense of
whimsical fondness.
I miss the euphoria, the singing and
dancing, arms slung around shoulders,

laughter mingling with noughties pop in
the air. I miss catching up on small-talk
with acquaintances I’d see a handful of
times a year. But more than anything,
I miss the fact that, within the realm
of the party, I could switch off all my
ruminations about the past and the future
and just enjoy living in that moment.
Maybe I’m putting too much value
on something so simple, but as someone
who felt they would never be able to
inhabit that kind of space, remembering
this is proof that I have. And I will.
I don’t know what the post-COVID
party is going to look like, but I look
forward to the night I can dive into it
once again.
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The Cheongsam and Ao Dai – from Eurasian
constraint to nationalist icon
KHANH TRAN
The evolution of the national dress.

W

alk along the busy pavements
of Sydney’s Chinatown, Hong
Kong or Shanghai on Lunar New
Year and one will likely be greeted with
ample sightings of an iconic dress — the
Cheongsam. Hitch a scooter down south
to Hanoi and a remarkably similar Ao
Dai reigns supreme. Although seemingly
distinct, both owe their history to 17th
century monarchism, 1920s colonialism,
and a changing 21st century. The dresses
have come to represent the struggle
between feudalism and modernism,
hedonistic capitalism and the proletarian,
and not least feminism.
Starting with its etymology, Cheongsam
(長衫) and Ao Dai literally translates to ‘long
dress’ in Cantonese and Vietnamese. Albeit
in Mandarin Chinese, the cheongsam also
goes by qipao or ‘gown of the banner people’
– an explicit but since ossified reference to
the Manchurian origin of the dress. In the
mid-17th century when the Manchurian
Qing Dynasty seized power in China,
edicts were passed around the country to
suppress practices associated with the Han
majority population. According to Jujuan
Wu in Chinese Fashion from Mao til now,
sanctions included summary executions
and fashion became a proxy for identity
politics:
“The Manchu wielded this weapon as

a means of imposing their authority while
the Han clung to their own clothing styles
as a means of resistance.”
China was hardly alone in imposing
such edicts. Indeed, in Vietnam, Nguyen
Phuc Khoat enforced strict rules that
conformed to Chinese fashion, mandating
long Manchurian robes among his
mandarins.
It is perhaps ironic given this history that
both the Cheongsam and Ao Dai emerged
as nationalist icons as both are arguably,
quintessentially
Eurasian
garments.
The Cheongsam, for instance discarded
the comfortable free-flowing form of its
predecessor the Changpao in exchange for a
fitting, slim silhouette. Coinciding with the
belle epoque and feminist liberation that
followed the May Fourth Movement (191921), the social acceptance of individualism
and Chinese patriotism consolidated the
early cheongsam’s status as “the formal
dress of the Republican Era”.
Despite cheongsam being a Cantonese
word, according to Cheryl Sim, it is best
thought of as historically Shanghainese
and Hong Kongese. Prior to the Cultural
Revolution,
the
cheongsam
was
synonymous with the hedonism of these
major cities – picture Suzie Wong (Nancy
Kwan) in The World of Suzie Wong (1960)
dancing in a scarlet red cheongsam in
Wanchai.
Simultaneously, the Ao Dai experienced
its own reformation when Nguyen Cat
Tuong or Lemur, an artist trained in the
colonial Ecole Superieure des Beaux-Arts

de l’Indochine modified its predecessor
(the Ao Ngu Than or five-panels tunic) by
eliminating the fifth panel in favour of a
formfitting single outfit that highlighted
the chest and waistline. In a 1934 column
in Tuan Bao Thanh Hoa (Thanh Hoa Daily),
Lemur penned his proposal for a unified
Vietnamese national costume – the Ao Dai:
“Even though clothing is used to cover
up the body, ultimately, it can be the mirror
that reflects outward a nation’s level of
intelligence,” Lemur opined. He rejected
the prevailing winds of feudal conservatism
in favour of a distinctly Confucian garment
that embraced capitalist modernity.
“To know which nations have
progressed and have a high aesthetic
sense, just look at the clothing of its
people. No matter what, it must have the
characteristics of our nation.”
Implicit in Lemur’s case was a call for
Vietnam to fully embrace the capitalist
modernity that defined the belle epoque of
the 1920s. In many ways, Lemur’s echoes
French colonists’ view of Vietnam, having
assigned Saigon the Latin motto “Paulatim
Crescam” – literally meaning “little by little
we grow.” For Lemur, the Eurasian form of
the Ao Dai was never coincidental, it was a
deliberate assertion of Vietnam’s relative
prestige in the French Empire.
These changes, however, did not arrive
without backlash as both garments were
perceived to be a degradation of Confucian
social mores and symbolic of Western
decadence. One column in a 1935 edition
of Saigon’s Ngay Nay noted an incident

where two young womens’ Ao Dais were
compromised by a middle-aged woman.
The paper noted that such incidents
were motivated by an unease that the Ao
Dai had eroded traditional Vietnamese
social structures. Yet, in the decades that
followed, the dress quickly became a
national icon representing formal elegance
and idealism, as the white Ao Dai became
inseparable from high school naivety.
In China, the cheongsam was
briefly banned following Mao’s Cultural
Revolution because the dress was deemed
bourgeoise. Indeed, Wang Guangmei,
wife of then- PRC President, was heavily
criticised for wearing one on a delegation
to Indonesia. It was not until the 1970s,
with Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms,
that the dress gradually re-entered public
consciousness.
It is thus remarkable that these dresses,
once decried as Eurasian impositions on
colonised populations, have become iconic
symbols of women in China and Vietnam.
Their turbulent stories are a testament to
the dynamic forces at work in fashion. Above
all, their evolution – from an imperfect
colonial emergence, through prohibition,
and then on to become nationalist icons
– represents the vicissitudes that arise
as contradictory social impulses vie for
prominance and negotiate core values.
Today, the Cheongsam and Ao Dai
remain in flux, having evolved from their
conservative beginnings to become critical
players in 21st century fashion– batik, cutout or draped in splendorous lace.

The ramblings of a Westie web-head
MAHMOUD AL RIFAI
Your friendly LGA Spiderman.

I

n Sam Raimi’s Spider-Man 2, Aunt
May, played by Rosemary Harris, tells a
sorrowful Peter Parker, played by Tobey
Magure, that “kids like Henry need a hero.
Courageous, self-sacrificing people. Setting
examples for all of us.” Like young Henry,
I found that the hero in Spider-Man — a
bullied teenager, who after being bit by a
radioactive spider, developing super powers
and losing his Uncle Ben, aims to live up
to the mantra of “with great power comes
great great responsibility.”
Beyond the heroism
and
courage,
the
freedom, the subversive
transhumanism, and the
jocularity of Spider-Man
make the iconic character
a staple in every child’s
imagination. I would
also go so far as to argue
that his Oedipus guilt,
crisis of consciousness
and marked inferiority
complex that defines the
wall-crawling web-slinger
is worthy of rigorous
psychological
study,
for the academically
and critically inclined.
Perhaps this sentiment
would challenge the

widely accepted notion that Peter Parker’s
problems are our own — a situation which
attracts remarkable empathy, and as a
result, commercial success. However, what
makes Spider-Man even more endearing
than a relatable (should you ignore the
deeply troubled nature of his psyche) and
profitable comic book hero is just how
powerful and flexible of a symbol the
character can be.
I once made a point of celebrating how
liberatory the comic book medium was by
suggesting there was no logical link that
could be made between my childhood
heroes and my Western Sydney upbringing
(with the shadow intent of introducing
Edward Said into the Honi archives).
However, considering a Covid-19 pandemic
that has ravaged the health and political
identity of LGAs in Western Sydney, the
symbol that is Spider-Man is enlivened, and
as a result, comic books become not just
liberatory but illuminating.
In the early 1960s, the Cold War
had directly and indirectly permeated
throughout the medium. As a young
person, Spider-Man was the perfect
vessel through which one could discern
and analyse the radical polity of a young
generation rebelling against authority and
power. As the cultural historian, Bradford
W. Wright observes, in light of militant
student activism at Parker’s Empire State
University, Parker is engrossed in a tension
between his solidarity with the noble
intent of students and his obligations to
maintain order as Spider-Man. The protests

at the fictional Empire State appeared
to be mirrored after militant student
demonstrations at Columbia University.
It is an interesting paradox: the anarchic,
rebellious outlaw maintains order. Is this
not a fitting exploration of the tensions
that are coming to define the environment
in Western Sydney? I dare say, a Western
Sydney consciousness cannot help but feel
torn between the legitimate grievances
of poorer suburbs that inspire militant
protests against government policy and
the need to maintain order to quell the
spread of the delta variant. Much like
Spider-Man, Western Sydney finds itself
caught within a rift between militant
(albeit incredibly flawed and misguided)
manifestations of economic and social
grievances and the need for stringent
government enforcement and policing.
The deadly Covid-19 pandemic asserts
on the consciousness of communities an
obligation to quell disorder. But at the
same time, like the web-slinger, there is
sympathy, if not empathy, that is hard to
ignore for a community shattered by the
pandemic and all its ramifications. Add in
a media environment as critical of Western
Sydney as J Jonah Jameson is of SpiderMan, and you have yourself a congruent
state of affairs. It would not surprise me
to see Covid-19 take on a Cold War-like
influence on the comic book medium in the
years to come.
A post-Covid 19 world would inevitably
have to grapple with the financial carnage
that has decimated a pre-Covid way of

How do you take your berries and cream?
KATE SAAP
The revival of the theatre of the
absurd, online.

T

he first few encounters you have with
your TikTok “For You Page” (FYP)
are critical in determining whether
you are worthy of basking in the absurdity
of niche microcelebrities, or are reduced
to watching dance after misogynistic
lip sync after unfortunate creation of a
content house. Like all forms of popular
culture, TikTok has amassed a multitude
of subgroups. The not-so-serious rivalry
between users about which ‘side’ of TikTok
their FYP caters towards, ‘alt’ or ‘straight’,
has generated some peculiar parallels with
the reactions to absurdism in the early 20th
century.
In basic terms, the ‘straight’ side of
TikTok is just as described. Traditionally
vanilla content: dances, challenges, familyfriendly pranks. In turn, alt-TikTok rejects
the ‘straight’ definition of ‘popular’. Here
you’ll find cursed deep fakes, a lot of frogs,
and almost too much irony.
Why do I think that a sample of Adam
Driver saying “Good soup!” from Girls
is so hilarious? Because I don’t find the
Hype House’s vlogs particularly high brow.
Why does Clov obey Hamm in Endgame?
Something about a metaphor criticising
class organisation, I didn’t get that far.

Where I draw comparisons between altTikTok and absurdism is the rejection of
mainstream entertainment values, through
content which lacks reason. Absurdism
relies on nothing making obvious sense
to the audience — a notable development
of the existentialist movement that was
spreading across mid-century literature.
After the Industrial Revolution and
subsequent tragedies of World wars, Artists,
creatives, and playwrights felt there was
no use for God; how could there be any
meaning to the universe when we had
caused our own suffering?
Martin Esslin’s The Theatre of the
Absurd (1961) outlines what he believes
to be the key elements of an absurdist
piece of theatre (mainly inspired by the
trends seen in Samuel Beckett’s works).
Absurdism attempts to create structure in
an apparently irrational world. Its form is
stylistically chaotic and devoid of purpose.
What I enjoy so much about absurdism
is that I feel no shame in confusion.
The confusion enhances the experience
because you don’t need to be concerned
with following the plot. Absurdism was
introduced as a reaction to the increasing
uncertainty people feared in the mid-20th
century. Today, in a late-stage capitalist,
post-pandemic world, TikTok users have
nothing else to do but entertain themselves
for the sake of entertainment.
A key feature of alt-TikTok and
absurdism is complete misdirection. A

video is successful if the creator has kept the
audience’s attention for the whole minute,
to then have a completely irrelevant
punchline. This is evident in the “bad bleep,
Addison Rae” format from around June
2020. Creators would have a ridiculous
storytime video, about how they got away
with arson for example, and would manage
to add in the tag line (mentioning “straightTikTok” star Addison Rae) just before the
video ended. Think about the feeling when
you were Rickrolled for the first time, now
imagine it happened upwards of three
times a day —successfully. Personally, I
started to actively look for them and treat
it like a game.
I’d turn to Waiting for Godot as an
absurdist comparison. The audience is left
in suspense the entire play, being promised
that soon they will meet this Godot
character. We are given so much false hope,
and the expected thing never arrives. I
suppose this is a reflection of the promised
security, being financial, welfare, or others,
of ‘post-war’ society. There’s no other way to
describe it other than edging the audience.
They sit through both acts (or alternatively,
a fifty-second TikTok) just to see if they are
given the satisfying ending. Samuel Beckett
identified that reality does not guarantee
satisfaction, and therefore absurdist works
don’t either. We’re entertained, just at the
expense of our ability to reason.
My favourite aspect of alt-TikTok is how
polarised the videos under one “sound” can

be. Unlike many other platforms, memes
on TikTok are often audio-based — it
allows users to collect catchy soundbites
or song snippets, and appropriate them for
humorous effect. In an hour-long sitting,
I’ll come across a selection of videos that
use the same “sound” yet have incredibly
different purposes. Take the titular “berries
and cream” audio: the majority of the
videos are people referencing the colonial
ponytail or the unfortunate fringe-bob
combo. However, as you get further into altTikTok, there is an increased chance that
you’ll get a cursed demon cosplay to the
same jingle. And it’s hysterical, for all the
reasons it shouldn’t be. The setup does not
make any sense. There is no punchline. But
it’s still entertaining.
In a similar way, I have dug myself into
such a niche rabbithole that a screenshot
of an Azealia Banks Instagram story post
asking “are you ready to die claire?” is the
most entertaining video I’ve seen in weeks.
The context of the post was irrelevant — I
couldn’t stop laughing.
We’ve grown up in and experienced a
world where chaos is a daily occurrence.
Our desensitisation to events, such as war,
has shaped the parameters of comedy.
Absurdists created plays immediately
after incredibly similar tragedies. With no
apparent reason to the world, the lack of
cohesion is reflected in what desensitised
people view as entertainment.

Shut Up And Tab The Hits!
HUW BRADSHAW
On the wild world of music tabs.

life. Spider-Man is also, for lack of a better
term, a poor superhero. The economically
disadvantaged LGAs share that particular
trait. But the LGAs also share Spider-Man’s
resilience, altruism, and heroism. Consider
Fairfield, a Western Sydney Suburb with one
of the highest rates of volunteering efforts
in the state. Western Sydney finds itself
represented by a class-conscious hero, a
class-consciousness celebrated by Stan Lee
and Steve Ditko and ultimately neglected
by the Marvel Cinematic Universe’s (MCU)
portrayal of Spider-Man (the influence of
Tony Stark and silicon-like technological
domination negates the ‘neighbourhoodness’ of our Friendly Neighbourhood
Spider-Man).
Nonetheless, the return of Alfred
Molina and Willem Dafoe in Spider-Man:
No Way Home (2021) should be welcomed
as bringing about an appreciation of just
how ‘Transhuman’ Spider-Man is. Not
only could one discern the theories of
Aristotle, Aquinas, Kant, Nietzsche, Rand
and McIntyre, and perhaps even apply the
web-slinger as an example in academic
institutions, but Spider-Man speaks to a
consciousness of not only a generation but
a specific community ravaged by peculiarly
specific circumstances. The masked wallcrawler illuminates more than the fantasies
that dominate one’s imagination. Miles
Morales in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
opines that “You can wear the mask.” Well,
Western Sydney wears the mask – and I
mean that in all its interpretations, whether
it be iconically webbed or medicinal.
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here is the real history of music?
Endless
Dylan
biographies
and Pitchfork reviews? Are we
really supposed to believe overpaid critics
and strong fives to light sixes are the
gatekeepers of Stevie’s so-called language
we all understand? Hell no, these jokers
have nothing on the real patrons of the art:
Tabbers.
Picture this: normal times, little-to-nolockdown, a mid house party, shitty beer,
a completely hammered guitar ‘player’ of
indeterminate skill surrounded by a few
more-than-reluctant friends. Who has your
back? Triple J? Anthony Fantano? What
about right now, periods of long isolation,
a lonely untouched acoustic, brief bursts
of inspiration, something along the lines
of ‘Wow, this actually sounds kind of nice
when I’m not thrashing Oasis wasted out
of my mind!’ Who’s there for you? Rolling
Stones Magazine? I think not. Rather,
I’d say that it’s the likes of ‘tomo999,’
‘ilikecorn500,’ ‘dawnedupon1,’ and the
several other contributors to Wonderwall
Chords Version 3.
Tabs are the shit, the saviour of many
dead-ended cover attempts, the workingman’s sheet music. It doesn’t use secret
codes like notation does, and it doesn’t
waffle on like Youtube tutorials do. It
gives you exactly what you want when
what you want is to play a song. I hit tabs
like crazy when I was just starting out at
guitar, and good six-or-seven years down
the line I’ll still find myself rampantly

typing into Google when I forget how to
play something mid- completely-trashedunwanted-house-party-performance (you
never stop falling into that vice).
Tablature unites the professionals and
the casuals, the cafe performance artists and
your roommate ‘Dave,’ it’s something that
brings Eric Clapton and your Dad together
(well, something besides SkyNews).
As opposed to the endless torrent of
unwanted prologue found in online recipes,
online tabs leave the personal stories ample
and cut right to the chase most of the time.
But where this silent dedication to the art
falters is the best part of tablature; where
the voice of these unsung heroes of society
shines through and we find an abundance
of conversation, argument, and sheer
fanboy giddiness surrounding the music’s
history, background, and most importantly:
the actual tabbing.
Of course, the first and most important
part of your tab is acknowledging
contributors — “I lifted this from Greg
Staggs who did a fine job on tabbing this
song. I did the solo as best I could” — writes
an anonymous contributor of Mister Richard
Smoker. This stuff is mostly formality.
Naturally, the next step of the process is
to unnecessarily shower the tune’s artist in
glory —
“This is a Bad Ass song … if you haven’t
Heard it Download it or Something!!!”
—writes
‘correct_error’
characteristically of Black Sabbath’s Electric
Funeral.
Others spend more time contextualising
songs with fun trivia, personal anecdotes,
and quotes from the artist themself, as
‘Todder’ adds on I Hate The Smiths — “The
Pine Sheep consisted of Mickey, myself

and a bunch of friends way back in the
day. I have a beat-up old cassette of these
recordings somewhere but somehow this
tune got out.”
Even the nordic brevity typical of Dylan
tabber ‘Eyolf Østrem’ begins to falter at the
Tombstone Blues, as the tab breaks into a
historical prelude about the song’s acoustic
debut dated to “Newport, the evening
before Dylan went electric.”
Others make less eloquent delves into
the life history of tracks; “They played it for
the first time at Bonnaroo, and I was there,
so eat my period,” writes a nameless tabber
of Zoloft.
Those sad, sad days of the LCD
Soundsystem breakup are archived in
the comments section of I Can Change by
‘jr1984’—“cheers bro i like this a lot, what
a band so sad there gone, they will be back
i’m sure ( i hope ).”
The tabber most idiosyncratic of
its artist’s audience I encountered was
‘GWARfunkel’ who ends his Enter Sandman
tab with this epic of boomer-esque rock
and roll fantasy which left me smiling from
ear to ear at its sheer immodesty — “Now
let loose an evil laugh. Children will cry,
mommies will glare at you, young ladies
will fan themselves … Your work here is
done.”
One of my personal favourites includes
a preamble for Springtheme which recounts
a time the tabber — “played this one for a
girl once and got slapped!” — and probably
very rightfully so, given the artist, Ween’s
tendency for less-than-romantic lyricism
(see Flies on my Dick or The H.I.V. Song).
There are ones that make you laugh
with their childlike naivety regarding
strangers on the internet, attaching such

things as phone numbers, email addresses,
and even Xbox live account names to
their tablature. There are ones that draw
sympathy even, such as ‘Holly’ who broods
about her romantic life while tabbing
largely underappreciated grunge album
American Sweetheart — “well it’s all high
pitched … and at 1 am on Valentine’s day
I’m tabbing Courtney Love … could it be
worse?” — answered only by ‘guitar21@
we’ who thoughtfully and succinctly
commented, “word up.”
But that was 2005 after all. Years later,
maybe ‘Holly’ got married, or started a Hole
tribute band, or maybe just made some new
friends to help pass the time. I don’t really
care too much though because she messed
up the lead for Mono (2004) and I had to
work it out for myself.
In reality, these lot are a bunch of
misfits and degenerates who have nothing
better to do than waste their time on the
internet; like anyone else does. Hell, most
of these so-called tabbers can’t even get it
right and I need to trawl through a million
and one different variations until I can get
a decent version of a four-chord song. But
funnily enough, these losers have managed
to build an astounding archive of music
ranging from Sublime to Bach, and even if
you’re one of those people who think tab
is just for the idiots who can’t read music,
(asshole!) you have to admit that this
gigantic base of tablature has at the very
least made learning music more accessible
to anyone with the internet.
Though they do their best to piss me
off with half-baked solos and plain wrong
chord charts, I’d be happy to say the average
tabber often provides more to the general
good of our society than most.
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Call Her Daddy: the problem with mainstream feminist podcasts
EVA SIKES-GEROGIANNIS
Feminist hero Alex Cooper delivers
what generations of women have
fought for: women telling each other
that they’re “just a hole”.

S

ince accountability culture came to
the forefront of the cultural zeitgeist,
celebrities, corporations and other
powerful figures have taken lackluster,
commodified stances on social issues,
capitalising on the support of people who
directly experience them. Feminism has
been widely targeted by this marketing,
with production companies seeking profit
from watered-down, uncontroversial
takes on feminist ideas to appeal to a
growing market of young women. One
of the most successful and profitable
examples of this marketable feminism is
the podcast Call Her Daddy which, at the
time of writing, is in the top 10 on the
Spotify podcast charts. Originally hosted
by Alex Cooper and Sofia Franklyn, and
now just by Cooper after a $60 million
deal with Spotify, the show markets
itself as having a sex-positive, “modern
twist on feminism” through its frank,
loud discussions of female sexuality
and relationships. As the sex positivity
movement has demonstrated, there’s a
clear desire amongst many women to
have a more open, empowering dialogue
about sex in pop culture, and these kinds
of candid conversations between women
should be a breath of fresh air. The reality
is, unfortunately, much more flawed.

As the title suggests, Call Her Daddy’s
“modern” version of feminism seeks
empowerment through traditionally
masculine behaviours, including sexual
boldness and objectification of sexual
partners. In one of the most misguided
displays of girlbossery and internalised
misogyny I’ve ever seen, Cooper and her
guests emulate blokey locker room talk
in their sex and relationship advice to
explain how their audience can change
themselves to suit the desires of straight
men. Feminist hero Alex Cooper delivers
what generations of women have fought
for: women telling each other that
they’re “just a hole”, rating their physical
attractiveness on a numerical scale, and
telling each other what they can and
cannot do sexually based on this rating.
Now that’s what feminism’s all about;
misogyny isn’t just for the boys anymore!
The problem with Call Her Daddy
goes right to the source. The podcast was
originally created and run by Barstool
Sports, a notoriously misogynistic digital
media company whose president David
Portnoy was quoted saying that, “just to
make friends with the feminists, I’d like
to reiterate that we don’t condone rape of
any kind at our Blackout Parties in midJanuary. However, if a chick passes out,
that’s a grey area,” amongst many other
comments. With this in mind, it seems
that Call Her Daddy was created to join
the ranks of many other pieces of media
which use pseudo-feminist ideas and
buzzwords to fool their audiences into
thinking they’re disrupting the status quo
(and, conveniently, making extraordinary

amounts of money in the process). But
what, exactly, is so revolutionary about
women encouraging male chauvinism?
Not only does Call Her Daddy validate
misogyny by telling women to emulate
it, but it also directly encourages this
behaviour from men. In one episode,
responding to a male listener asking
if a woman who hasn’t slept with him
after seven dates is “just using [him] for
a meal ticket” (charming), Cooper says,
“stop taking that bitch to fucking dinner”
(CHARMING!). For all her talk defaming
‘pick me girls’, Alex Cooper sure seems to
enjoy vying for male audience approval.
One of the most common rebuttals to
criticism of Call Her Daddy is that the show
is “just comedy”, and shouldn’t be taken
so seriously. This defence brings up a few
questions: namely, isn’t comedy supposed
to be funny? But, more importantly,
is Call Her Daddy immediately above
criticism because of this branding?
Just because the show markets itself as
comedy, doesn’t mean that the hosts and
guests don’t believe in the advice they’re
espousing, or that its listeners won’t
internalise its misogynistic messaging.
TikTok and Twitter are full of posts from
teenagers and young women quoting
“Father Cooper’s” word as gospel, and
even Cooper admits that her listeners are
impacted by her advice: “In one episode,
I was jokingly like, ‘If he does this, break
up with him...then I got hundreds of girls
DMing me being like, ‘O.K., I did it,’ and
I’m like, ‘Wait, hold on, let’s make sure
that’s the right choice for you specifically.”
Listeners also claim that Call Her

Daddy’s internalised misogyny is a
thing of the past, left behind when Sofia
Franklyn left the show and Cooper moved
it to Spotify. It’s true that since the Spotify
deal, the show has tried to clean up their
act somewhat, going softer on the locker
room talk and trying to include a wider
range of content, such as interviews with
celebrities and sexual assault survivors.
But in a regular episode, the undercurrent
of misogyny prevails; notably, an
interview with Tana Mongeau, infamous
facetuner and member of Team Bryce,
is full of fatphobia and shaming, with
Cooper and Mongeau laughing at length
about Tana calling herself a “beached
fucking whale” and facetuning her body
and face into oblivion.
Some may argue that, in the case of
feminism, any publicity is good publicity;
if feminism is gaining a more widespread
following through its embrace by the
mainstream media, isn’t this a good
thing? When it comes to Call Her Daddy, I
wouldn’t call what they’re selling feminism
at all. The insidiously misogynistic advice
and stories Cooper and her guests tell on
the show only serve to encourage women
to “rise” to the level of male behaviour
in relationships, reflecting the less
challenging and controversial principles
of liberal feminism which tend to make
it to the mainstream. If podcasters who
brand their ideas and advice as feminist
want to encourage real changes to
womens’ sexual empowerment, they
need to divorce their ideas from the
deeply ingrained concept that power and
masculinity are inextricable.

is heartbreaking to watch, and White
explores the manipulative power of
dangling money and promises of a
better life from a rich white woman to a
working-class black woman. Tanya leaves
Belinda high and dry at the end with only
an envelope of cash. She is in a better
state than the one she came in, with
Belinda being much worse-for-wear. The
ending invalidated Belinda’s efforts and
experience and reduced their relationship
to a mere monetary exchange rather than
the authentic connection it was thought
to have been.
Sitting poolside, Olivia (Sydney
Sweeney) and Paula (Brittany O’Grady)
are leisurely reading Frantz Fanon’s The
Wretched of the Earth and Camille Paglia’s
Sexual Personae, noticeably high-brow
intellectual tomes and not the typical
vacation reads. Shane swims over and
questions, “yesterday you were reading
Freud and Nee-chi [Nietzsche, which is
quite telling of his character] ... are you
actually reading any of these books?” to
which the resident mean girls languidly
retort, “No, they’re just props.” “We have
a stylist choose our outfits, and we have
a book stylist to pick out our books.” The
very notion of a book stylist is a priceless
commentary on Gen Z intellectual culture
and the work of ‘image architects,’ but
it also lends itself to a reflection of the
performative activism of the generation.
Olivia and the Mossbachers are a white,
upper-middle-class family, and Paula is
the only guest of colour. White explores
discourses on colonialism in that Olivia’s

intellectualising of systemic racism and
social injustices doesn’t necessarily mean
understanding the lived experiences of
Paula and her holiday fling with Kai, a
native-Hawaiian employee at the resort –
which is situated on the unceded land of
his ancestry. “Obviously, colonialism was
bad,” Mark, the existential hypochondriac
and Mossbacher patriarch, tells Paula
and the family over dinner whilst she
sits unsettled by Kai having to perform a
traditional dance for the guests. “But it’s
humanity. Welcome to history. Welcome
to America.” The tone-deaf conversations
Paula has to listen to whilst also having to
appear grateful on her self-acknowledged
vacation hand-out highlights the blurry
difference between activism and the
weaponisation of it for the sake of
appearing “woke” – making for a fly-onthe-wall on the powers and privileges at
play.
In the end, the “lotos-eaters” leave
the resort in a more rejuvenated state
than when arriving and return to their
lives, with the consequences of their
actions being a mere slap on the wrist,
and left for the staff to clean up. While
exploring a class satire on privilege and
power dynamics, White produces a grim
reflection of society that sounds all too
familiar. The ending is uneventful and
offers no revolutionary way to “fight the
system.” But that’s the point, painting
a world that can only be observed –
irrevocable in its ways.

Review: The White Lotus
TYLER DANE-WINGCO
The White Lotus makes for a deceiving
interpretation of Hawaii.
HBO’s The White Lotus opens on
a bothered Shane Patton (Jake Lacy)
fidgeting with his wedding ring. Seemingly
all by his lonesome in a departure lounge,
he is seen staring onto the tarmac where a
box labelled “human remains” is boarded
onto his plane. Sound familiar? With its
yellow-tint, The White Lotus makes for a
deceiving interpretation of Hawaii, with a
murder mystery at its heart. While set in
the affluence of its main characters – the
Sam White creation makes for a social
satire of inequality and privilege à la Big
Little Lies.
The episode then flashes back a week
prior, to a ferrying boat towards the
titular luxury resort. Onboard with Shane
is his newlywed “trophy wife,” Rachel
(Alexandra Daddario), and several other
guests. Disembarking, the guests are
greeted by Armond (Murray Bartlett), the
spiralling resort manager, and Belinda
(Natasha Rothwell), the spa and wellness
consultant, and quickly debriefs “We are
asked to disappear behind our masks, as
pleasant interchangeable helpers. It’s
tropical kabuki!”
Throughout the miniseries, White
produces a study on character and
relationship development between the
affluent guests and downtrodden staff, set

under the guise of power imbalances and
privilege – a customer-service nightmare.
Shane makes for the resident ‘Karen,’ or
Ken if you will, in a constant stand-off
with Armond where he feels he’s being
cheated out of the elite Pineapple suite
that his coddling mother, Kitty (Molly
Shannon), gifted him for his honeymoon.
Although a constant turning tables of
power, White explores contemporary
notions of male white privilege in
Shane’s unrelenting pursuits to satisfy
his “customer is always right” mentality,
despite causing Armond’s spiral back into
substance abuse which would lead to his
ultimate demise – it is a grim reminder to
always be kind to customer-service reps.
The most heartbreaking relationship
development to watch is that of Belinda
and Tanya (the incomparable Jennifer
Coolidge), a grieving and spaced-out
alcoholic, exploring the manipulative
power play of money in the relationship.
As well as being the spa and wellness
consultant for Tanya, who continuously
compliments Belinda’s “healing ability”
(playing on the “magical negro” trope),
Belinda acts above her station and makes
for a confidante and seemingly lady-inwaiting for Tanya, tucking her in after
dinner when she’s blacked out. Tanya
continually promises the possibility of
investing in Belinda opening her own
wellness business but putting off reading
her proposal – leaving Belinda hanging on
by a thread.
The
accumulating
injustices
Belinda takes in stride every episode
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Gossip Girl Reboot: Even Kristen Bell can’t save this one
BELLA SALIER
Spoiler alert: it sucks.

W

hen HBO Max dropped the
trailer for the new Gossip Girl
reboot, I won’t lie, I was excited.
Having just finished a mid-lockdown
binge of the OG 2007-2012 series, I was
more than ready to delve into the lives
of more rich people, now with a far more
diverse cast and the promise of relevant,
socially aware plotlines. And when I
heard that Kristen Bell was back, with a
voice sexier than ever? Over the moon.
Then I actually watched the show.
Spoiler alert: it sucks. The problem with
trying to inject social awareness into a
world that celebrates the out-of-touch
nature of rich people is that you end up
with a show that lacks impact, and any
meaningful message is lost. Instead,
we’re left with this GG reboot, where
the wealthy oscillate between displaying
extreme “wokeness” and acting under
entirely selfish motivations. The show
(so far) is a cycle of one character doing
something terrible, immediately feeling
bad, and apologising. Discussions of
social issues, from feminism to climate
change, feel tokenistic and performative
in the context of “Manhattan’s elite.”
My
personal
problem
with
“wokeifying” Gossip Girl is the
implication the show seems to make that
we, the ordinary viewer, should empathise
with these wealthy teens. Despite the
original producers of Gossip Girl (Safran,
Schwartz, and Savage) being on the show,
the essence of it appears to be lost. The
original revelled in gratuitous wealth and
petty teens, laughing at the awfulness of
it all. It was entertaining because it didn’t
apologise or take itself too seriously. The
show understood that I don’t want to

empathise with rich people. I want them
to be completely awful, and I want to
laugh at how ridiculous their lives are. I
don’t want to watch them be nice to each
other, and I don’t want to be asked to
congratulate them for giving a crap about
the rest of the world.
A through-line of the show is the
issue of gentrification in NYC, where a
building commonly lived in by homeless
people is being bought. This culminates
in the midseason finale (spoiler alert) at
a protest. Obie Bergmann IV (played by
Eli Brown), whom the show describes as
“guilty rich”, shows up at the protest.
Another wealthy teen, Julien Calloway
(played by Jordan Alexander) also
shows up. The fact that both are there is
apparently a really big deal.
Personally, I don’t like to pat the one
percent on the back for taking a stand—
but each to their own. The protest falls
apart as police show up and begin teargassing civilians. This could’ve been very
poignant, an echo of the recent violence
in the US, but instead is used as an edgy
backdrop to Obie and Julien’s impromptu
make-out sesh in a random alley. Instead
of active engagement with the very real
injustices of our time, the show again
centres our so-called “woke” teens and
thereby renders any possible impact
weightless.
Class awareness is obviously a big
part of Gossip Girl, OG and reboot.
The original, although by no means
perfect, attempted to provide a ‘lowerclass’ perspective via the Humphreys
(although I feel like their Brooklyn loft
tells a different story—for real, how did
they afford that?). This was accompanied
by a surprisingly interesting discourse in
the simultaneous disgust and desire we
feel watching the upper-class characters
flaunt their wealth. The reboot, as
expected, gives this discourse its best

shot, but it falls flat. This is because,
along with its “rich people are people
too” agenda, the reboot is also trying
desperately to distinguish itself from the
original, and so can’t just follow the same
line of thinking.
What is produced, then, is this
weird plot point where the teachers
(pretty much our only look into how the
‘other half’ lives) are the new Gossip
Girl. They start an Instagram account,
inspired by the original blog, to keep
the students in line. It’s a bold choice
on behalf of the producers, presented
as an interesting take on the economic
flaws of the education system, and the
struggles of teachers in an influencer
dominated culture. One teacher queries,
“Who needs an education when you’re
famous for putting on your makeup?”
Unfortunately, what it really does is
present the viewer with three teachers

who become increasingly unlikable
and unsympathetic as the show goes
on. A quick list of (only some) of their
offences: taking semi-nude pictures of
a fourteen-year-old girl, sharing the
private information of students online,
getting a fellow teacher fired.
Perhaps we could write this off as
an attempt to replicate some of that
classic, problematic drama from the OG
series, but ultimately it’s in poor taste.
In attempting to tackle, or at the very
least touch on, multiple social issues the
reboot seems to forget what it’s actually
about. Rich teenagers doing rich teenager
things.
By attempting to insert social
awareness into the excessive world of the
socially unaware, the Gossip Girl reboot
sets itself up for failure before it has even
begun.

Rad Ed review: Unite and Fight
AMELIA RAINES

W

ith mass casualisation in
workplaces and insufficient
welfare
payments,
young
people have felt the brunt of precarious
employment throughout the pandemic.
For the SRC’s annual Radical Education
Week, now staggered out on zoom over the
course of a few weeks, Lia Perkins chaired
a panel to discuss union involvement
— and how collective action can make
substantive change in workplaces, and
win basic rights for young people.
Lia opened the discussion by asking
for the audience’s associative thoughts
towards unions. Words like solidarity,
shared struggle, collective power rolled
in.
The first question was posed to
panelist Stella Babidge, a member of
the Retail and Fast Food Workers Union
(RAFFWU), who was recently involved in
the campaign for collective bargaining
rights undertaken at bookshop Better
Read Than Dead (BRTD).
Stella spoke to the fact that
the collective bargaining was “the
culmination of a year long struggle of

workers.” Discussions had begun due to
issues in the workplace which had become
more pressing overtime, compelling
people to quit. Stella also cited bullying,
casualisation and working beyond payrate as reasons why people left.
Perceptive ideas were brought up
about the hurdles required to carry out
successful collective action.
After nominating RAFFWU as their
representative, and achieving a Protected
Action Ballot Order, workers at BRTD
were able to partake in industrial action
without risking the termination of their
contracts. This allowed workers to go
on strike, withdraw labour, and refuse
overtime hours.
The action resulted in a number of
wins for workers, including contract
conversions which offer workers parttime contracts after six months, paid
domestic violence and parental leave,
and the abolition of junior rates, marking
a significant gain for young workers.
The audience also heard from panelist
Cooper Forsyth, who spoke about his
experience in mobilising his workplace,
the Enmore Aquatic Centre. Forsyth
spoke to staff’s initial pessimism about
unions, until workers started seeing
change by collectivising: “[There was a]

palpable sense that people didn’t see the
union as something that was serious or
would make a difference until we started
to take action.”
With support from the United
Workers Union (UWU), Forsyth was
able to acquire better conditions for
his workplace, including the workplace
making treatment available for chlorine
damage that can occur working as a swim
teacher. Union efforts garnered support
from local papers and councillors.
Panelist Evan Van Zijil, Sydney
Coordinator
of
the
Australian
Unemployed Workers Union (AUWU),
discussed the shared struggles of young
people in casualised and precarious work.
They spoke of collaborating with the UWU
in organising efforts, such as car convoys,
to demand adequate financial support for
workers who have had hours cut without
sufficient government compensation.
Conversation opened up to the
floor — with UWU delegate Anja Burrill
speaking to the struggle of organising
students to bargain for their own rights,
citing a degree of pessimism in the
system. She suggested that working
casual jobs concurrently with full-time
study could also be a reason for this, as
students can feel “not fully invested in

working conditions [they] experience, as
they feel temporary.”
With support from the UWU, Burrill
was able to acquire the equipment to
do her work as a call centre operator
from home that management refused to
provide. She had gone seven weeks with
“no equipment, no shifts, no money, and
no supplement.”
Conversations were had surrounding
the dichotomy of union bureaucracy.
Speakers mentioned that at times they
had to struggle with union officials to
obtain the rights they wanted, particularly
in situations where the union was willing
to compromise or concede.
Unions were identified as a means to
arm ourselves, as workers and as young
people, against exploitative practices
in our workplaces. With difficult, and
at times, bureaucratic systems still in
place at entities such as the Fair Work
Commission, the collective organisation
of workers is a powerful means to ensure
that rights are upheld, and that workers
are protected.
If you’d like to get in touch about
organising your call centre contact Anja
on 0404 715 770, or at anjaburrill@gmail.
com.
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President
SWAPNIK SANAGAVARAPU
This week has been another extremely
busy one, and I’ve spent lots of time working
on supporting students and leading new
initiatives.
Before going into what I’ve done
this week, it would be remiss of me not
to mention the National Student Safety
Survey which is occurring at the moment
until the 3rd of October. About 10,000
students who have been randomly chosen
to participate in the survey will have
received an email regarding the survey.
More information can be found on the USyd
Women’s Collective page, including ways
to participate even if you have not received
the survey link. Support can be accessed for
USyd students who are impacted by sexual

violence through the Safer Communities
Office, 1800 Respect and the NSW Rape
Crisis Centre.
This weekend, the SRC launched its
open letter and campaign for a return of the
COVID-adjusted WAM. This campaign is
drawing on the University’s response at the
start of 2020, as well as the recent decision
to grant “WAMnesty” at the University of
Melbourne (on the back of a major campaign
from the Student Union). We are calling
for three things specifically: excluding
Semester 2 2021 results from the calculation
of WAM if they were lower than Semester 1
2021, waiving of attendance requirements
for all courses and an extension of the
deadline for discontinuation. To support

these demands, please sign the open letter
on our Facebook page.
Secondly, the SRC has begun calling for
students to get involved in our restructuring
of Special Considerations with Student
Admin Services. The SRC are looking for
up to 50 students who are willing to attend
a one-hour focus group where you will be
shown the proposed system and asked to
give feedback on the user experience and
functional aspects. We are particularly
looking for students who have used the
Special Considerations system before.
We are also looking for students with
a broad range of experiences to ensure
that the student population is adequately
represented. To sign up, head to: http://

shorturl.at/gB357.
The campaign against Arts Cuts also
continued this week, when students
confronted outgoing FASS Dean Annamarie
Jagose about the ongoing plans to cut and
restructure Departments within the School
of Arts and Media. I attended the meeting
and even asked some questions myself
about the University’s finances and the
justification for these cuts.
To keep up to date with all these
campaigns, follow our Facebook and
Instagram pages.
Until next time,
Swapnik.

Vice Presidents
ROISIN MURPHY AND MARIA GE
This week, we’ve been fighting for
international students to have equal
access to vaccines and working on the
special considerations working group.
At the moment, the University Health
Service is offering the Pfizer vaccine to
anyone who is a staff or student, as long
as they have a Medicare card. This poses
obvious major health and equity issues
for international students. It also puts the

communities surrounding the University
at great risk: there are almost 100 active
cases in Redfern. It is pathetic of the
Government to not consider it crucial
that all students be able to get vaccinated
on campus. We wrote to the Minister for
Health, Brad Hazzard, expressing these
concerns. The Herald have also been
covering the issue, including a mention
of our letter by the esteemed Swapnik

General Secretaries
PRIYA GUPTA AND ANNIE ZHAO

Sanagavarapu. We will keep everyone
posted with further developments.
We’ve also been working on the
Special Considerations Working Group,
and will be attending daily standups with
the University commencing next week. If
anyone has any issues regarding special
cons they’d like raised, we’d love for you to
get in contact with us at vice.president@
src.usyd.edu.au to let us know. We’re

particularly needing the voices of more
First Nations people, survivors and those
who are the first in their family to attend
University.

Tips on how to deal
with fines
Article by SUPRA

There are many offences you can
be fined for, but the most common
ones relate to breaking traffic, public
transport, minor criminal, and local
council laws.

will be sent to your last known
address. If you haven’t updated it,
you could find yourself with large
debts for fines, enforcement costs,
and additional costs and penalties.

Penalty notices

Private fines

The most common types of fines
are penalty notices, also called
infringement notices, on-the-spot
fines, tickets, or criminal infringement
notices (CINs). They can be issued in
person, attached to a vehicle, or sent
to you in the mail, and contain details
of the alleged offence and the amount
you need to pay.
LawAccess NSW has a great
flowchart on your options for dealing
with your penalty notice.

You may be sent a letter or given
a document that looks like a fine
when you breach a rule that applies
to private property or organisations.
This isn’t really a fine, although the
private organisation might call it
that. These notices commonly relate
to private car parks such as those
found at shopping centres, clubs, or
on other private land. Private fines
can’t be referred to Revenue NSW
for enforcement, but the private
organisation might take you to
court if you don’t deal with it, so
you shouldn’t ignore their letters.
If you receive a ‘fine’ from a private
organisation and you don’t believe
you should have to pay it, call the
SRC on 9660 5222, to speak to a
solicitor.

LawAccess NSW also provides
detailed information about your
options for dealing with a penalty
notice, including how to pay the
fine, what to do if you disagree with
it, what happens if you decide to go
to court and what you can do if your
driver’s licence is suspended.
If you’ve received a fine for a
traffic infringement captured on
camera, go to Service NSW to view
the photo images.

Don’t get fined travelling on
public transport

If you go to court and have a fine
imposed by the magistrate, you’ll
usually be ordered to pay it within
28 days. You’ll be sent a Notice of
Penalty which tells you the amount
you have to pay and the due date.

When using public transport in
Sydney, you need to tap on when
you board and tap off with the same
card when you arrive at your stop.
If you are transferring to another
service, you need to tap on again and
tap off at your destination.
When you tap on and off correctly
with sufficient balance on your Opal
card:

Non-payment of a toll

•

You’re charged the correct fare.

•

You won’t be fined for travelling
on an invalid ticket.

Student Housing Officers

A toll notice requiring payment is not
a fine. However, if you do not respond
to it, you may be sent a penalty
notice for not paying the toll which
is a fine. You can use the information
here to deal with this fine.

•

Your trip will count towards your
Weekly Travel Rewards.

•

FELIX FABER, KRISTIN MIAO, CASSIE ZHAO AND
HAOMIN LYU DID NOT SUBMIT A REPORT

Don’t ignore your penalty notices
and fines

If transferring to another service
within an hour of tapping off
the previous trip, the trips will
be combined into a single trip
meaning you’ll be charged a lesser
fare for your combined travel.

Hello! As always, we have had a busy
few weeks.
We have been involved in forming
focus groups for student consultation
about the new Special Considerations
portal. This is a long-awaited opportunity
for the overhaul of the current inadequate
system which poses additional barriers
to students, and we strongly encourage
all students who have experience with
applying for Special Cons to join the focus
group. Find the link to an expression of
interest form on the SRC’s Facebook page
or go to shorturl.at/gB357

Along with the rest of the SRC exec, we
have sought consultation for the proposed
changes to the ACNC governance
standards which threaten to deregister
charities whose members are involved in
the breaking of even the most minor laws.
This would severely hamstring the ability
of the SRC and other charities to carry out
any meaningful advocacy work. Lastly,
Radical Education Week has been going
well! We are getting great engagement
and look forward to seeing new faces in
the coming weeks!

Residential Colleges Officers
YANJUN FANG, ALEXIS BUNDY, RUIQI JIA AND
VICTOR LIANG DID NOT SUBMIT A REPORT

Interfaith Officers
JAYFEL TULABING, KHANH TRAN, JEIYI YAN AND
IBRAHIM TAHA DID NOT SUBMIT A REPORT

Court fines

If you don’t act to deal with any
of these fines, Revenue NSW will
add enforcement costs to them
and you could have your licence
and registration suspended. The
additional costs and penalties for
unlicensed driving or driving an
uninsured/unregistered car are a lot
higher and more severe than your
original fine.
Keep your address updated
Not knowing about a fine is not
a defence, so always remember to
update your address if you move,
especially if you have a car. Penalty
notices sent by mail and reminders

If you’re caught travelling without
a valid ticket, not paying the correct
fare, or using a concession ticket
without being in possession of your
proof of entitlement card (usually
this will be your student card), you
may be issued with a fine of $200
(Maximum $550).
Further information
If you need advice or assistance in
dealing with any type of fines, call
the SRC on 9660 5222 to speak to
our solicitor.

Ask Abe
SRC caseworker help Q&A

Applying for a FEE REDUND

Hi Abe,
Earlier this semester I had to drop a
couple of units after the census date
because of some health problems.
I managed to get a Discontinue not
to count as fail (DC), but I don’t
want to lose all that money on a
unit that I didn’t actually do.
Is there any way can ask for a refund
or is the Uni going to keep my
money?

documentation to explain why
you had to drop the subjects
after the DC deadline, and there
is a 12 month time limit on your
application. You will need to
show that there were special
circumstances (illness, injury
or misadventure) that:
•

were beyond your control;

•

did not make their full impact
on you until on or after the DC
deadline; and

•

stopped you being able
to complete the course
requirements.

Strapped
Dear Strapped,
You can actually apply for a fee
refund in your situation. Depending
on whether you’re a domestic or
international student, the process
will be different.
You’ll need to provide

You can talk to a caseworker at
the SRC for advice relevant to your
specific situation – email help@
src.usyd.edu.au or call 9660 5222
to make an appointment.
Abe

Do you have a legal problem?
We can help you for FREE!*
Police Matters
Court Appearances
Immigration & Visa Referrals
Student Advocacy
Civil Rights
...and more
SRC
LEGAL SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE
BY PHONE OR
ONLINE

Level 1, Wentworth Building (G01),
University of Sydney NSW 2006
PO Box 794 Broadway NSW 2007

p: 02 9660 5222
int: 12871
w: srcusyd.net.au

* this service is available to USYD undergraduate students and cases that meet eligible criteria

Contact an SRC Caseworker on 02 9660 5222 or email help@src.usyd.edu.au
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Puzzles by Cloudrunner

Searching for
answers? Go to
honisoit.com

Clueless
Crossword
Each number corresponds to
a letter of the alphabet. Can
you work out which letter
goes with each number and
complete the crossword?
Two letters are given in the
letter bank below.

??

?

this way

2. What gift is traditionally exchanged on a couple’s 40th
wedding anniversary?

Meow!
I am quite concerned for the welfare
of all the lovely students running in
this year’s elections. Please, if you are
spiralling, tell me your problem and I will
get back to you (I am an SRC caseworker
first and foremost). I can be contacted
through the ‘Anonymous Tip Form’ which
is at the top of Honi’s ‘Facebook’ website.
However, election stress is still no
excuse for some of the bad behaviour I
have witnessed this week. I am cross with
you silly students!

Lazy Lauren and Naughty Ellie

Lauren Lancaster you silly bugger! When
Lauren sent the Honi editors her policy
proposals in a ‘google document’ she
forgot to hide the edit history from the
nosy newspaper nerds. Some interesting
insights were hidden within! President
Swapnik said that Lauren should be
“more populist” and “need[ed] shit
about making the SRC more accessible”!
Meanwhile, Ellie Stephenson — of CAKE
for Honi — told Lauren to “add a jokey
bit” in the policy doc. The result makes
me very concerned about the future of
Honi comedy. It also makes me wonder if
CAKE are as independent as they claim to
be! And I’m a teeeeeny bit worried about
how Ellie will hold her bestie Lauren to
account!
Lovely Lauren: when Swap said
be “more accessible,” exposing these
embarrassing edits wasn’t what he meant!

Nasty comments

Tyler Dane
Wingco
CAMPERDOWN
CAMPUS (THE
RIGHT BANK)

I

think of our campus’ urban plan like
Paris, the Left and Right Bank separated
by the Seine. Or in our case, City Road is
our Seine, the Camperdown campus is
the Right Bank, and Darlington the Left.
Students in Camperdown are more
experimental and individual in their
dress. Studying the humanities, law, or
medicine, where intellectual subjects
reside and critical thought warranted,
it’s a natural inclination towards selfexpression that’s culturally articulated.
Aesthetics on this side are consistently
archetypal to match one’s field. One side
leans towards an unspoken “intellectual”
dress of humanities subjects consisting
of the stereotypical turtlenecks, flowing
maxi skirts, and vintage knitwear.
And the other leans in on temporal
trends, noticeably y2k, whilst aspects of
individuality are shown through colours,
prints, and patterns. Usual pieces of
choice consist of 80s colour-blocked
parachute jackets, vintage jumpers, or
DIY pieces.
Collectively, Camperdown dress opts
for more vintage pieces, not for the sake
of its novelty but for personal likeness,
aligns itself with the collective attitude
for sustainability and the liberallyminded, as well as a cultural practice
and penchant for thrifting either in
neighbouring Newtown or on Depop everyone’s an entrepreneur these days.

Joe
Fidler

Kristin Miao, PULP’s former multilingual
editor and current DRIP candidate,
recently departed the USU. Why? No one
will say.

and that

3. Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio share a non-transAtlantic love story in which film?

Answers across and down are the same

4. Which outrageous man was considered Russia’s greatest
love machine?

1 Musical that premiered on Broadway
approximately 13,339,000 minutes ago (4)

5. What symbol of affection is also an anagram for the Greek
god of love and sex?

2 Greek god of love and sex (4)

6. “The all-seeing sun / ne’er saw her match since first
the world begun” is a quote from which Shakespearean
character? (For a bonus point: about whom is he speaking?)

GOSSIP

of some messages in a cohort group chat
where he said “the world is waking up”
and warned against the media’s “vaccine
agenda”! When I contacted him (through
a canine translator) he said vaccines were
“safe, free and effective!” For the record,
I just received my Canine Parvovirus
vaccine! #doubledosedbitches

Editor seeking employment

All answers begin with the letter R.
1. Seasons of Love is a song from which 1990s musical?

Abe

I have been alerted that there have
been some snarky comments between
tickets on Honi election facebook posts.
One CAKE candidate even tried to
‘anonymously’ dob in a DRIP member for
a spelling mistake on their profile picture!
If I were CAKE, I wouldn’t be lecturing
others about grammar and punctuation,
and I would also submit my articles on
time!
I have one piece of advice to Honi
election facebook commenters: get a
grip, you look pathetic. Also please stop
posting so much content thx.

R for
Romance
Quiz
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3 Lovely music genre: bossa ____ (4)
4 Employer of Russia’s greatest love machine (4)

Editor retaining employment
Fabian Robertson, current PULP editor
and CAKE candidate, left some unsavoury
comments in a ‘facebook’ argument with a
former PULP colleague and current DRIP
candidate! After realising his mistake,
he begged his opponent to delete their
comments because he was scared of
getting in trouble with his employer! (the
USU)! Which is interesting, because CAKE
assured Honi in their interview that they
wouldn’t be silenced by fear of future
employment prospects!

Anti-vaxxer is anti-anti-vaxxer
I heard that Strive (ie. Liberal) SRC
candidate (and current Councillor) Ben
Jorgensen was an anti-vaxxer on the basis

AN IRISH GOODBYE AT KELLY’S
NEWTOWN

W

hat is there to say about Kelly’s
Newtown that hasn’t been said
before? If I’m being honest, not many
redeeming qualities come to mind when
considering this Irish-themed dive, yet
it has always bewitched me. Whether it
be the prospect of a squalid mosh or a
Guinness at 2am, I find myself returning.
The most poignant example of the
Stockholm syndrome I’ve developed
for this pub was when I went with my
Irish friend Mal. We’d gone with a group
of friends to see some unmemorable
punk band. Impotent thrashing and the
pervasive muggy heat of body warmth
left all of us parched and more suggestive
to beverage consumption than what
would otherwise be sensible. Poor Mal
was no exception. Still wrapped up in

the chaotic maelstrom outside, Mal
stumbled through the door to the men’s
room. By his account, he’d discovered a
liberated toilet seat lying in the middle
of the floor. Like the good Samaritan he
is, Mal emerged from the bathroom, seat
in hand, intending to rectify the issue
with management. “Your toilet’s broken”
he said in his Dubliner accent. The mood
instantly switched as a body-builder
security guard escorted him out of the
venue, all the while Mal proclaiming,
“I’m the only Irishman in this pub and
you’re kicking me out?!” I watched in
awe as the scene unfolded and distinctly
remember bursting into a fit of laughter
after overhearing someone exclaim, “He’s
so weird!” With that we all took our leave.
Needless to say, we returned that
Saturday.

Shania O’Brien
DISASTER DREAMS

S

unday, September 12

Only one vivid memory remains:
the cat yaks. They are seated on a pile of
hay, sunlight streaming through coconut
candle clouds in dapples on the floating
floor. The cats are small, with little horns
adorning the sides of their heads. Wind
whistles through their thick fur and they
look at me with moon-like eyes.
PLEASE ADOPT THEM, a sign reads.
I have to pass a large iron gate to get
to the cat yaks, but I climb over it instead.
I take two, nustling them into the pockets
of my coat. I distantly wonder if their tiny
paws will grow into cloven hooves, but
the sound of their purring disperses the
thought almost immediately.
The scene shifts and I am under the
roof of a belvedere. Body doubles surround
me, and one tells me he is supposed to
be Andy Garcia. But his hairline is wrong,
his widow’s peak inverted. He hands me a
paper lantern, and tells me to unravel the
layers to uncover the identity of the sender,
but it takes me too long to recognise the
handwriting. It looks like bugs crawling
over a page, and I long for my cat yaks to
protect me from them.

From the
archives
“Ping-Pong” But Def.
March 1950 - Honi Soit Issue 2

O

n Wednesday of Orientation Week,
Sydney University saw the worst
exhibition of Table Tennis ever exhibited
to the Student Body. A number of those
as usual unavoidable accidents were
again used to fall back upon, but the fact
remains that this was really a shocking
effort.
As a warm-up match the freshers
witnessed a set between Soon Leong,
of Westley, and Charly Thompson, of
Rifle Club fame. The two played quite a
good set of table tennis, but as they were
unfortunately not prepared to play, not
having brought their equipment, they
were seriously handicapped by slippery
shoes and long trousers.
Then to fill in time and to give
perhaps another syle of play to the
exhibition, Soon played against Peter
Claringbold, a “B”-grader, who is now
a vastly improved player to what he
was last year, and the two managed to
give the most entertaining match of the
afternoon.
Then the great debacle occurred. Billy
Collins and Alan Kendall, who it had been
hoped would be able to come along, did
not arrive at the last minute, and Pres.
John Pollack was at a loss for a partner.
John is essentially a defensive player
and with a man like Billy Collins, our best
player, he gives an excellent ehibition
defending against Collins’ strong driving.
The only man to fill Collins’ place was
Pete Lazar, a B-grader, who is secretary
of the club. Unfortunately, he too plays a
defensive game, and like Pollack is a most
erratic attacker.
Of course, it was ienvitable that more
ball should therefore land on the ground
than on the table, and this did in fact
occur.

Letters

T

here were no letters this week.
Please send us letters. Or tips.

Legacy for Honi

BY ‘ROON’

With
a
name
like legacy, these
gentlemen
have
to be of the bluest
blood. They must be
incredibly intelligent
and have the most
chiseled of features.
Ink and pen strokes
cannot possibly depict
the perfectly slicked
hair, nor the pure
white shine of the
forehead - no, five head. Truly it is a sight
to make me believe
Capitalist Realism...

The Boot
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Top 100 campaign comments:
Ranked!

UNION BUSTING SINCE 1942

IN THIS EDITION
End of 11am press conferences removes last
vestige of stability student has in their life
SEE MORE ON P 11

NSW case numbers beginning to resemble
year in history
SEE MORE ON P 1599

I lived it: I had a tutorial with a mature
aged student
SEE MORE ON P 25+

Disappointed SRC campaigner sets up poster
of Eastern Avenue near treadmill
SEE MORE ON P 123

Kristina Keneally to girlboss, gatekeep and
gaslight her way into Western Sydney seat
SEE MORE ON P -100

SRC candidates realise love is the answer,
live happily ever after
SEE MORE ON P 88

Rupert Murdoch purchases under-read but
over-written student paper
SEE MORE ON P $$$

Figure 1: Most popular words from stupol DPs (Credit: Maxim Shanahan)

Striving to ignite a wave of grassroot unity this
election season? Switch things up with our
guide to stupol factions
SEE MORE ON P 0

Students misusing online classes to stalk hot
classmates, report finds

CARMELI ARGANA school, his star sign, his lecturer that their sound liking old posts.

A recent investigation
by The Boot shows that
university students are
increasingly using Zoom
tutorials to stalk attractive
peers on social media.
The study showed a
70% increase in students
successfully finding out
every important detail
about that hot guy with
the mesmerising blue
eyes, including his high

mother’s maiden name,
his old Tumblr account
and his favourite Adidas
shoe (in the singular).
“If there’s one good
thing about Zoom, its
how it shows people’s
full names,” said August
Slippedaway, a student
completing
the
unit
GCST2610 Intimacy, Love
and Friendship.
“I loved him from the
moment he unmuted
himself and told the

wasn’t working. Watching
him sitting in darkness,
Omegle style, is the
highlight of my day,” they
said.
“But I don’t want to
actually get to know him.
I’ll stick to my parasocial
relationship with the
version of him I’ve
constructed in my head,
thanks bestie.”
The report also found
an increase in incidents
of students accidentally

“I don’t think they
realise that I still see those
notifications, even if they
unlike it immediately,”
said one hot student, who
will remain anonymous
for his own ‘personal
integrity’.
“Also,
please
stop
calling me ‘hot’,” he said.

